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OBITUARIES 
Carol "Hope" Wilson 
Carol ·Hope· Wilson. 47, Bowling 
Green. died April 19 in Wood County 
Hospital. 
She was the assistant traffic manager 
at WBGU-TV. She had been an em· 
cloyee of the University since 1986. 
Memorials may be made to the Youth 
Fellowship of the First Presbyterian 
Church. Bowling Green. 
Arthur Follett 
Arthur Follett. 87, Liberty Center. died 
April 18 in Defiance Hospital. 
Follett had worked at the University 
Post Office and as a custodian. He 
retired from the University in 1969 after 
17 years of service. 
Memorials may be made to St. Paul's 
Lutheran Church. Liberty Center. or the 
Filling Home of Mercy, Napoleon. 
Spring tea to honor 
University retirees 
The 1992 University faculty and 
administrative staff retirees will be 
honored at the annual Spring Retired 
Faculty and Staff Tea. This is the first 
year administrative staff retirees have 
been included. The tea will be held at the 
BGSU Mileti Alumni Center from 3-5 p.m. 
May6. 
Guests will be entertained by Univer-
sity student pianist Jennifer Jenkins. 
For more information please contact 
the development office at 2-2424. 
DATEBCXJK 
Monday, April 27 
International Film Series, ·Hanussen." 8 
p.m., Gish Film Theater. This film is in German 
with English subtitles. Free. 
Open Auditions for the BGSU Theatre 
production of "Emperor Henry IV," 7 p.m., 400 
University Hall. For more information caii, 
2·2222. 
Open Auditions for the Bowling Green 
Summer Musical Theatre productions of 
"South Pacific" and "The Mikado," 6-10 p.m., 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. For 
more information call 2-2181 or 2-8623. 
Tuesday, April 28 
Issues in Cultural Diversity: Articulating 
Identity, Dr. Rolando Andrade, ethnic studies, 
will present "Native, Immigrant and Sojourner: 
The Mexican American." 10 a.m.-noon. Library 
Conference Room. Refreshments will be 
served. 
Microcomputer Users Roundtable. 
1 :30-2:30 p.m .• Ohio Suite. University Union. 
Ph.D. Final Examination, "A Comparison 
of the Organizational Climate of Middle and 
Junior High Schools Administered by Female 
News Six celebrates 
20th anniversary 
News Six, a program produced by and 
geared toward sixth graders and tele-
vised by WBGU·TV. recently celebrated 
its 20th anniversary. Three teachers who 
participated in the program as students 
returned with their dasses to participate 
in a new segment of the program. 
The program involves sixth-grade 
students in the medium they are exposed 
to most: television. 
The first News Six program, which 
was developed by Margaret Tucker, 
former director of the Northwest Ohio 
Education Technology Foundation at 
WBGU-TV, went on the air in January 
1972. She had an idea about a news 
show that would feature schools in small 
. towns in the 19-county coverage area of 
WBGU-TV. 
"Not only the communities being 
featured watched the program. but many 
of the neighboring cities and towns.· 
Tucker said. 
CSC scholarship 
forms to be available 
Application forms for the annual 
Classified Staff Council Scholarship will 
be available May 4 to classified staff 
employees and their dependents. The 
scholarships are awarded at the annual 
classified staff convocation held in the 
fall. For more information about scholar· 
ship criteria or to obtain an application, 
contact Nancy White Lee, library and 
learning resources, 2-8914. 
and Male Principals," presented by Kathleen 
Crates, 2-4 p.m .• 226C Education Building. 
Senate Executive Committee, 2:30 p.m., 
Assembly Room. McFall Center. 
BGSU Student Composers' Forum. 
original works by undergraduate and graduate 
students in a concert at 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital 
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
"Adventures Along the Spectrum: How 
Astronomers Use Ught," 8 p.m., BGSU 
Planetarium. A $1 donation is suggested. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Journal 1992," 
tourism in not1hwest Ohio will be addressed. 
10p.m. 
Thursday, April 30 
Mic::roc:omputer Users Group, 7:30 p.m., 
127A Technology Building. 
Friday, May 1 
Last Day of Classes 
ODK Breakfast, Omicron Delta Kappa. 7 
am .. Alumni Room, Union. The initiation 
ceremony will be held in Prout Chapel at 4 
p.m. with a reception following in the Alumni 
Room, Union. All members are urged to attend 
these events and to wear their ribbons. 
FACULTY /STAFF POSmONS 
The following administrative staff positions are available: 
College of Technology (Center for Quality, Measurement and Automation): applications 
eno}ineer. Contact Sam Ramirez (Search V-017), 2·2228. Dsadline: May 15. 
lntercol~ Athletics: assistant football coach. Contact Sam Ramirez (Search V), 2·2228. 
Deadline: April 28. 
Student AHalrs: assistant director of recreational sport serviceslfieldhouse manager. Contact 
Sam Ramirez (Seadl M), 2-2228. Deadline: May 15. 
Student Affairs: associate diredor of recreational sportSJdirector of Student Recreation Center 
for Operations. Contact Sam Ramirez (Search M), 2·2228. Deadline: May 15. 
Summer hours set for University 
Summer hours will officially begin 
at the University May 11. From May 11 
through Aug. 7, official working hours 
will be from 7:30 am. to noon and 
12:30 to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday, and from 7:30 to 11 :30 am. 
on Friday. 
All central administration offices 
including bursar. admissions, registrar, 
offices oi !he president and vice 
presidents and Jerome Library wiU 
remain open on Friday afternoons. 
Other offices which will deviate 
from official summer hours should 
notify the Monitor of their schedules so 
that an announcement of the alternate 
hours can be made to the University 
community. 
Firelands College also will observe 
the summer hour schedule. Switch-
board coverage will be from 8 am. to 
5 p.m. daily Monday through Friday. 
On Friday, May 29, the workday on 
both campuses will be 7:30 a.m.-12:30 
p.m. with no lunch period due to the 
Memorial Day holiday on Monday, 
May25. 
Independence Day will be ob-
served Friday, July 3. Work hours 
Monday through Thursday of that 
week wiH be B am.-5 p.m. with a one-
hour lunch break each day on both 
campuses. 
The University Union has released 
a list of summer hours. Additional 
changes in Union hours will be listed 
throughout !he summer. 
Unlvensily Union: 
May 4-6, the Pheasant Room is 
open for lunch and dil'\Mr. 
The Falcon's Nest closes at 9 p.m. 
May 7, and the Pheasant Room is 
open for lunch only. . 
May 8 the Pheasant Room is open 
for lunch only. the information desk 
will be open from 7 a.m.-5 p.m., the 
Falcon's Nest closes at 6 p.m. and 
Prout cafeteria closes at 2 p.m. 
May 9 the information desk is 
open from 7 a.m.-2:30 p.m. and the 
Falcon's Nest from 7 am.-1 p.m. 
May 1 o the building is closed. 
May 11-14 the information desk is 
open from 7 am . ..., ~.m., Falcon's 
Nest grill from 7 am.-4 p.m., the 
bakery from 11 am.-1 p.m. and the 
cafeteria 7-9 a.m. and 11 a.m.-1 :15 
p.m. {May 12, 13, 14). 
May 15 the information desk will 
be open from 7 a.m.-noon and the 
Falcon's Nest from 7 am.-noon. 
May 16 the building is closed. 
May 17 the Falcon's Nest is open 
from 4-6 p.m. 
Discounted Cedar Point tickets available 
As a member of TIRES (Toledo 
Industrial and Recreation Employee 
Services Council, Inc.) personnel 
services has again arranged to offer 
University employees discounted Cedar 
Point good-any-day and junior ticket 
sales. They will be on sale at the informa-
tion desk in the University Union from 
April 27 through Aug. 28. 
Children ages three and under will be 
admitted to the park free. Junior tickets 
are available for persons age four and 
over who are under 48 inches in height at 
the time the tick.et is used. Persons who 
are 48 inches in height or taller through 
the age of 59 will be admitted with a 
good-any-day tick.et Tickets for persons 
60 years of age and over will be sold at 
the gate only and not at the Union. 
Good-any-day tickets cost $18.75 and 
Firelands to hold 
scholarship dance 
The 26th annual Firelands College 
Scholarship Dance will be held at the 
Sandusky Grotto Hall, Campbell Street, 
Huron, May 9. 
The event has benefited more than 
1,260 Firelands College students since it 
was established in 1967. · 
In additi~a.,: the scholarship fund, a 
loan fund, has benefited more than 
1, 130, has been established. 
The event is sponsored by the Knights 
of Columbus (third and fourth degrees), 
the Firelands Shrine Club and the 
Singara Grotto. 
Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres will be 
served at 8 p.m. and dancing will follow 
at 9 p.m. The Gary Spayd Orchestra will 
perform. Tickets are $20 per couple. 
For further information or to make 
reservations, contact Fran Mcl<enna at 
(419) 626-1489 or (419) 627-1400. 
junior tickets $4.95 at the Union. Cedar 
Point's operating season begins May 9. 
Ticket sales are final and refunds will 
not be given. Employees must present 
their University identification card and pay 
for the tickets in cash. 
Arboretum gains 32 
crabapple varieties 
The James H. McBride Arboretum, 
Firelands, will soon have one of the 
largest collections of flowering crabapple 
trees in the Midwest. Arboretum board 
member Fred Deering has obtained 32 
new varieties of crabapple trees for 
spring planting, bringing the total number 
of varieties in the arboretum to more than 
50. 
The crabapple trees were donated by 
the following nurseries: Simpson Nursery, 
Vincennes, Ind.; Wade and Gatton 
Nursery, Belleville; J. Frank Schmidt and 
Co., Boring, Ore.; Manbeck Nurseries. 
New Knoxville; Davey Tree Farm, 
Wooster; and Sunleaf Nursery, Madison. 
Roundtable group 
to brainstorm topics 
The Microc0mputer Users Roundtable 
will meet from 1 :30-2:30 p.m. Tuesday 
(April 28) in the Ohio Suite, University 
Union. All interested microcomputer 
users, including administrators, faculty 
and classifiej staff, are invited to 
participate in an academic year-end 
review and brainstorming session on 
topics for 1992-93. 
For more infonnation, contact Dr. 
Duane Whitmire, computer services, at 
2-2927. 
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Olscamp outlines 
reduction plan 
President Olscamp on April 24 
presented some of the actions the 
University has taken and will take to 
combat state budget cuts. 
Olscarnp said that given the current 
financial figures. the University will be 
faced with the need to find reductions of 
$7.2 million to balance the 1992-93 
educational budget. 
Given that personnel costs make up 
the great majority of the University's 
budget, Olscamp said "large reductions 
cannot be made beyond the ones we 
have already made without reductions in 
the number of positions, that is, jobs, on 
the University payroll." 
Olscamp also noted that further 
budget cuts after July 1 are possible and 
"we cannot afford to ignore this possibil-
ity. To do so could bring us perilously 
close to financial exigency, especially if 
enrollments drop." 
The president presented the general 
guidelines that are being used in planning 
a reduction strategy. including: 
-eliminating selected activities and 
services, targeting those less central to 
the core missions of the University; 
-consolidating and restructuring 
administrative units, reducing administra-
tive and supervisory layering wherever 
possible; 
-shifting educational expenditures to 
auxiliaries wherever possible; 
-decreasing or eliminating public 
service activities; 
-instituting variable reductions in 
personnel and operating budgets; 
-planning for increased charges to all 
external services; 
-reducing the impact wherever we 
can on instruction and primary student 
services; and 
-postponing almost all non-capital 
development or programs and services. 
He added that the reduction strategy 
would be accompflShed in a variety of 
ways. including: 
-eliminating positions vacated by 
attrition, and to this end instituting a 
one-time only PERS buyout for adminis-
trative and classified staff funded by a 
loan against the internal endowment 
fund, in which very few of the retiree 
positions would be filled; 
Continued on page 4 
PERS buyout plan 
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CBS sent a crew to campus April 28 to record footage of the University placement office and some of the programs it uses to 
prepare students tor employment searches. CBS will interview Joann Kroll, placement service~. during a live _telecast a_t 7:30 
a.m. on CBS This Morning Wednesday (May 6). University criminal justice major Greg Valand1ngham, left. will appear m some of 
the background footage shot by CBS crew members Bob Deservi. right center, Dennis McGuire, left center, and Gordon 
Rothman, right. 
CSC discusses health task· force recommendations 
co-payments and other anticipated 
medical costs; 
systems, induding the Student Health 
Center and the Student Recreation 
Center; 
, 
! 
Classified Staff Council held a special 
meeting April 28 to further discuss health 
care recommendations and other items of 
business not addressed during its 
previous meeting. 
-To investigate a wellness program 
which would promote healthy behaviors, 
and an Employee Assistance Program; 
-To investigate cost structuring; and 
Counal representatives Joyce Hyslop, 
business. and Robert Kreienkamp. 
WBGU-TV, who both serve on the Health 
Care Task Force, recapped information 
presented at the previous CSC meeting 
and presented additional information. 
Hyslop announced that information 
sessions on health care will be scheduled 
to aid employees in understanding 
insurance options. Details about the 
sessions will be announced later. 
Hyslop and Kreienkamp reported the 
following recommendations the task force 
will make to President Olscamp and 
asked for feedback on them: 
-To remain self-funded because it is 
less expensive than enrolling with an 
insurance company; 
-To continue to examine Preferred 
Provider Organizations. The PPO would 
be fonned with local physicians, including 
the Toledo, Findlay and Huron areas; 
-To expand the 125 Plan to include 
funds for insurance contributions. 
-To modify usage of the prescription 
drug card to increase the co-payment for 
brand-name drugs to 40 percent. 
Concerns regarding name-brand versus 
generic drugs and maintenance drugs will 
be further considered by the task force; 
-To discontinue the vision benefit; 
-To limit chiropractic care coverage. 
"This is an attempt to limit service to give 
a person in need adequate care while 
also guarding against abUSes. • Hyslop 
said. Chiropractic is one of the highest 
utilization areas of health care at the 
University; 
-To limit mental health care cover· 
age. Although inpatient coverage is not 
excessive, outpatient costs at the 
University are three times the industry 
standard. ·unfortunately. the people who 
abuse their insurance coverage are the 
real villains because they hurt the person 
who really needs the care; Kreienkamp 
said; 
-To examine alternative delivery 
-To recommend that dental coverage 
Continued on page 2 
ERIP changes 
Because fewer than five 
percent of the faculty have 
regislered for 1992 retirement, 
faculty members who wish to retire 
this summer may still do so. 
Faculty members who plan to 
retire on the Earty Retirement 
Incentive Plan at the ~ of the fall 
semester of 1992 or during the 
spring or summer of 1993 must 
apply by June 30. 1992 in order to 
be assured of consideration. 
For h.rther infonnation on the 
ERIP program or the Supplemental 
Retiement Program, contact 
Noma Stickler. academic affairs. 
2-2915.. 
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Commentaries 
Editor, MONITOR: 
It is with deep regret that I must dissociate myseH from the April 1992 
BGSU-AAUP Newsletter of which I was the coeditor. The AAUP representatives 
who attended the recent Ohio conference felt it was important to immediately 
convey to the faculty the conclusions of that meeting and to announce a 
University-wide meeting. Because of these time constraints, I did not have the 
opportunity to read this newsletter until it was printed. 
I have a personal reason for objecting to one part of this newsletter. Several 
years ago I proposed to the Faculty Senate that faculty, staff and administration 
all receive the same percentage salary increases. Several senators argued that 
the faculty should not be in the business of making salary recommendations for 
contract and classified staff, and on that basis, this resolution was defeated. 
Now I note that some of these same people who felt it was presumptuous for 
faculty to recommend higher salaries for our staff have passed out a petition 
demanding that contract staff take the same salary reductions as faculty. The 
Faculty Senate who once refused to share raises with our coworkers just 
passed a resolution to share salary reductions with contract staff at the last 
Faculty Senate meeting. There was no attempt by any senator to justify this 
contradiction. Such resolutions can only initiate and promote dass warfare. 
Unfortunately, the AAUP has endorsed that petition in its April AAUP Newslet-
ter. I must dissociate mysett from that endorsement 
The most repeated solution that I am hearing for solving our current eco-
nomic crisis is to fire management and save money. But surely these "problem 
solvers· do not expect the trustees to eliminate the positions of president, the 
vice presidents or deans. Therefore, these recommendations are calling for the 
elimination of middle and lower management. But it is these people, who are 
also our coworkers, that provide ~ of the work and energy for the essential 
services for faculty and students such as recruiting students, collecting money, 
helping students get jobs, doing research on the effectiveness of our mission, 
etc. By suggesting that these coworkers are unnecessary "fat" we are acting in 
the same manner as our governor and legislators. 
I have deep respect for the AAUP. I have been president of this group more 
times than anyone on campus. Our campus group has fought for academic 
freedom, protected tenure and has functioned as counsel for any faculty 
member who needed help. The BGSU-AAUP was responsible for forcing the 
administration to drop the Solicitation Policy (censoring faculty mail), and it also 
forced a previous administration to stop hiring all new faculty on term contracts. 
This campus will need the AAUP more than ever in the Mure. But it can only 
function in a useful manner if it acts in a unified manner with ALL of our cowork-
ers at BGSU. It must take a leadership role in creating a sense of community 
and it must reject the me-only, divisive, dass warfare resolutions currently being 
passed in the Faculty Senate. 
Dr. Bliott Blinn 
Chemistry 
Editor, MONITOR: 
As spring semester comes to a dose I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all the people across the University who have been involved in the North 
Central Association accreditation process this year. 
Over 100 sett-studies were completed during the last few months in all areas 
of the University-academic and non-academic alike. These sett-studies now 
are being used by the seven committees that are writing the component parts 
of our NCA report. 
I realize that the people who conducted and wrote the self-studies and who 
are serving on all our various committees are busy and have full schedules. I 
deeply appreciate your taking time from these schedules to participate in the 
accrecfrtation process. 
The first draft of our report is almost finished and it will be reviewed by the 
NCA steering committee May 28. A second draft will be available for 
University-wide review at the start of the fall semester. The evaluation team will 
be on campus in late February 1993. 
As I have read the sett-studies and looked more and more dosely at the 
University, I have come to realize what a strong institution BGSU is. And I know 
that what make us strong is the people of Bowling Green. I have needed a lot 
of help to get us to this point in the NCA process and that help has always been 
forthcoming. 
Again, thanks to all of you who served on committees, conducted 
seH-studies and agreed to be readers on various parts of our report. You are 
serving Bowling Green in a very important project and by rendering this service 
you are making it an even better institution. 
Dr. Denise Trauth, chair 
North Central Association steering committee 
Up to 85 employees could be 
eligible for one-time PERS buyout 
During the budget convocation, 
President Olscamp introduced a Retire-
ment Incentive Plan as one option in 
easing the University's financial crisis. 
The following is an outline of that plan. 
The University Board of Trustees will 
be asked to approve a Retirement 
Incentive Plan for faculty and staff who 
are members of the Public Employees 
Retirement System and the State 
Teachers Retirement System at an 
upcoming meeting. 
In President Olscamp's action plan to 
manage the shortfall in state revenue. he 
has determined that a Retirement 
Incentive Plan should be implemented to 
help reduce the number of individuals 
who might otherwise be dislocated. 
Based on the range of estimates of the 
cost of such a program, it is dear that no 
more than 20 percent of positions 
vacated by individuals who voluntarily 
elect to participate in the Retirement 
Incentive Plan will be filled. 
The Ohio General Assembly has 
adopted legislation permitting employers 
of members of PERS to establish a 
Retirement Incentive Plan for individuals 
who either have met or will, with the 
additional years purchased under the 
Retirement Incentive Plan, meet retire-
ment requirements. A member of PERS 
can retire 1) at any age with 30 or more 
years of retirement service credit, 2) at 
age 55 with at least 25 years of retire-
ment service credit, or 3) at age 60 with 
at least frve years of retirement service 
credit Service credit purchased under 
the Retirement Incentive Plan counts 
toward the years of service required to 
retire, but the age requirement must be 
met. Retirement under the Retirement 
Incentive Plan is the same as regular 
service retirement under PERS. 
The Board of Trustees will be asked to 
approve the following Retirement . 
Incentive Plan for members of PERS: 
-Up to three additional years of 
retirement service credit will be pur-
chased by the University with no em-
ployee contribution required; 
-It is anticipated the Retirement 
Incentive Plan would be in effect from 
July 1, 1992, to July 30, 1993, or until the 
csc 
From the front 
five percent limit (as outlined below) is 
reached, whichever comes first; 
-The number of individuals for whom 
the University would purchase retirement 
service credit under the Retirement 
Incentive Plan will be limited to a maxi-
mum of frve percent of the PERS 
membership as of May 1, 1992, esti-
mated to be approximately 85 individuals; 
-All PERS members are eligible for 
the Retirement Incentive Plan regardless 
of their age if after including the years of 
service credit purchased under the plan 
they qualify for retirement benefits; 
-The University will purchase 
retirement service credit for eligible PERS 
members electing to retire under the 
Retirement Incentive Plan in an amount 
not to exceed the lesser of three years or 
1/5 of the member's total retirement 
service credit. PERS will permit partial 
year increments. For an individual to be 
eligible to have three years of service 
credit purchased under the Retirement 
lncentice Plan, the member would need 
to have 15 or more years of retirement 
service credit; 
-PERS members who elect to 
participate in the Retirement Incentive 
Plan must retire no later than 90 days 
after the expiration of the University 
Retirement Incentive Plan on June 30. 
1993; 
-The initial application period to 
participate in the Retirement Incentive 
Plan will be from May 15 through June 
15, 1992. If more than the allowable 
number of individuals make application to 
participate in the Retirement Incentive 
Plan during this initial application period, 
individuals will be ranked in accordance 
with their total retirement service credit on 
record with PERS. 
H the total number of participants does 
not equal five percent of the PERS 
membership as of May 15, individuals 
can continue to apply to participate in the 
Retirement Incentive Plan on a 
first-come, first-served basis through 
June 30, or until the mairimum is 
achieved, whichever comes first. 
More information about the proposed 
buyout plan will be announced in 
MONITOR as it becomes available. 
be maintained for dassified staff and to further recommend similar coverage for 
administrative staff and faculty. 
Kreienkamp and Hyslop also explained that employees will have the freedom to 
choose from several health care plans. There are currently three options that have been 
discussed by the task force, but more could be suggested, Kreienkamp said. "Basically 
it comes down to the more risk you are willing to take. the less your insurance contribu-
tion will increase; he said. 
In other business, the council discussed the role of job descriptions and rists of 
specific job duties and the roles in which they are used. 
Although generic job descriptions are established by the state, specific lists of job 
duties may aid prospective employees, Kreienkamp said. He added that although · 
people may have the same job title. their duties may be tailored to the specific needs of 
their department. 
Some council members did not favor rewriting job descriptions because they were 
concerned that the list of duties could hamper audits. 
Council passed a resolution to send a letter to personnel services to clarify the intent 
of the new lists of duties and in what ways they will be used. 
In old business, councl approved the March 13 draft of the grievance policy. 
Although the grievance procedure outlined in the policy would take approximately three 
weeks, council members agreed the delay might be good because it would allow a 
cool-down period. The policy would also give grievers a chain-of-command to follow and 
provide an outline for documentation ot the process. 
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Education and allied professions hosts annual awards convocation 
College names Finn 'Alum of the Year,' Gardner 'Friend of the College' 
A nationally recognized nutritionist and 
a state legislator were honored by the 
College of Education and Allied Profes-
sions during its annual awards convoca-
tion April 26. 
Dr. Susan Calvert Finn, 
president-elect of the American Dietetics 
Association and director of nutrition 
services and public affairs for Ross 
Laboratories in Columbus, was named 
the College's 1992 "Alum of the Year.· 
Randall Gardner of Perrysburg. 
(R-Frtth District) assistant minority whip in 
the Ohio House of Representatives. was 
given the "Friend of the College" award. 
Both awards were presented by Dr. 
Ronald L. Russell, interim dean of the 
College of Education and Allied Profes-
sions. 
Finn, a 1966 graduate in home 
economics education, was recognized for 
her endeavors to improve health educa-
tion and nutrition practices, particularly 
among women. children and the elderly. 
Finn's work on behaH of her company 
and the American Dietetics Association 
has led to in numerous activities nation-
wide to publicize the need for good 
nutrition. 
She has given more than 800 major 
presentations and keynote addresses at 
professional meetings of nutrition, 
dietetics and medical associations as 
well as appearing on radio talk shows 
and writing magazine and newspaper 
articles. She also is co-author of The 
Real Ute Nutrition Book published this 
year. 
In October Finn will become president 
of the American Dietetics Association, the 
nation's largest organization of nutrition 
professionals. 
Gardner, a Republican who repre-
sents the Fifth District in the Ohio 
Legislature. was presented the "Friend of 
the College" award and recognized for 
his service on the University's Teacher 
Education Advisory Committee, as a 
campus speaker. panelist and informal 
consultant on a number of education-
related issues. 
"Randy is an advocate for education 
within our state government," Russell 
said. "He has worked hard to educate his 
fellow legislators about the needs and 
concerns of schools and colleges, and he 
has helped to educate us about the 
political side of education.· 
Gardner also is a graduate of the 
College of Education and Allied Profes-
sions. He taught history at Otsego High 
School from 1981 until 1986, when he 
was elected to the Ohio House of 
Representatives. He is a member of the 
house education committee and the 
colleges and universities subcommittee, 
where he is the ranking minority member. 
He also is one of five representatives on 
During the College of Education and Allied Professions' annual award convocation, 
Dr. Susan Calvert Finn, left, received the "Alum of the Year" award and State 
Representative Randy Gardner. right, received the "Friend of the College" award. 
The awards were presented by Dr. Ronald L Russell, interim dean. 
the legislative committee on education 
oversight 
Both Finn and Gardner received 
plaques during the awards ceremony, 
which was attended by nearly 300 
students, parents and faculty. 
Riffe, Elkin to receive honorary degrees at commencement ceremony 
Speaker of the Ohio House of 
Representatives Vern Riffe Jr. and 
noted author Dr. Stanley Elkin of 
Washington University in St Louis will 
be presented honorary doctorates 
during commencement exercises 
Saturday (May 
9). 
Riffe will 
receive an 
honorary doctor 
of political 
science degree 
and Elkin will be 
awardedan 
honorary doctor 
of letters. The 
degree citations 
honor the two for Riffe 
their long and 
distinguished caieers in the political 
and educational arenas. 
Riffe, who is serving his ninth term 
as speaker and his 17th consecutive 
two-year term as a state representa-
tive, has established himseH as one of 
Ohio's most influential porrtical 
leaders. 
He has held office longer than any 
House member in the state's history. 
As speaker, Riffe serves as chair of 
the rules committee and as an ex 
officio member of all standing 
committees. He is also chair of the 
legislative Service Commission. 
During his career he has been 
pr~nted more than 50 awards for 
efforts to better Ohio by a variety of 
organizations throughout the state. Most 
recently. he was the first non-resident of 
Columbus to receive the Christopher 
Columbus Leadership Award. 
In addition to his legislative duties, 
Riffe is a member of the Democratic 
National Committee, 
the American 
Legion, the Ohio 
Ganeer Foundation 
and the Portsmouth 
Area Chamber of 
Commerce. 
In 1986he 
sponsored legisla-
tion that led to the 
creation of Shawnee 
State University, 
one of Ohio's 13 Elkin 
state-assisted 
universities. In 1988 a 31-story state 
office building with an attached theatre 
complex in downtown Columbus was 
dedicated as the Vern Riffe Center for 
Government and the Arts. Riffe has also 
received honorary degrees from Ohio 
State, Ohio, Miami and Kent State 
universities. 
Elkin is the Merle Kling Professor of 
Modem Letters at Washington University. 
He has more than 20 books to his credit 
and has had numerous articles published 
in national magazines, including Harper's 
and Al1s & Antiques. He has also 
authored several translations into French, 
German, Hebrew and Japanese. He has 
written a play and was commissioned by 
the Mid-America Dance Company to write 
a ballet 
Considered among the top American 
authors and short story writers, Elkin is 
familiar with Bowling Green, having been 
invited to campus several times to consult 
with faculty, comment on student 
manuscripts and give public readings. 
Elkin has received several citations for 
his works, induding The Southern 
Review award for short fiction and the 
National Book Critics Circle Award. Most 
recently. he was presented with the 
Elmer Holmes BOBST Award in Arts and 
Letters for lifetime achievements. 
He has served as a judge for several 
book awards committees on both the 
state and national level. Presently, he is 
member of the literary awards panel for 
the American Academy and Institute of 
Arts and Letters. 
He has also participated in several 
international symposia. 
-By Julia Martini 
Rain or shine, graduation at stadium 
The uruv......- will hold its 213th 
........ ,. averages betwe~n 3.76 and 3.9, 
graduation at 10 am. Saturday (May qualifying for rr.agna cum laude 
9) at Ooyt L Perry Stadium. University recognition. and 136 seniors have 
President Paul J. Olscamp will averages between 3.5 and 3.75 and 
pieside. qualify to graduate cum laude. In total. 
The commencement speaker will 207 of the bachelor's degree candi-
be Dr. E. Gordon Gee. president of dates will graduate with flon!:>rs. 
The Ohio State UnM!rsity. Bowling Green also will honor 25 
Appmxima1ely 2. 130 diplomas will alumni for their accomplishments in 
be awarded to graduating students the fine and performing arts. The 
from 73 of Ohio's 88 counties. 38 rea:ignition of the accomplished 
states and 14 nations. The graduating graduates coincides with the 
class indudes 10 candidates for University's current campaign to raise 
dodDral degrees, 267 caneldates for private dollars to support Arts Unfim-
master's degrees and 53 candidates ~ the College of Musical Arts, 
. ·a associate degrees. The othefs will Department of Theatre. the School of 
. 1ecaiue bachelor's degrees. Art and the dance program_ 
, Twenty-three seniors are expected Graduation exen::ises wil be held 
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Commentaries 
Editor, MONITOR: 
It is with deep regret that I must dissociate myseH from the April 1992 
BGSU-AAUP Newsletter of which I was the coeditor. The AAUP representatives 
who attended the recent Ohio conference felt it was important to immediately 
convey to the faculty the conclusions of that meeting and to announce a 
University-wide meeting. Because of these time constraints, I did not have the 
opportunity to read this newsletter until it was printed. 
I have a personal reason for objecting to one part of this newsletter. Several 
years ago I proposed to the Faculty Senate that faculty, staff and administration 
all receive the same percentage salary increases. Several senators argued that 
the faculty should not be in the business of making salary recommendations for 
contract and classified staff, and on that basis, this resolution was defeated. 
Now I note that some of these same people who felt it was presumptuous for 
faculty to recommend higher salaries for our staff have passed out a petition 
demanding that contract staff take the same salary reductions as faculty. The 
Faculty Senate who once refused to share raises with our coworkers just 
passed a resolution to share salary reductions with contract staff at the last 
Faculty Senate meeting. There was no attempt by any senator to justify this 
contradiction. Such resolutions can only initiate and promote dass warfare. 
Unfortunately, the AAUP has endorsed that petition in its April AAUP Newslet-
ter. I must dissociate mysett from that endorsement 
The most repeated solution that I am hearing for solving our current eco-
nomic crisis is to fire management and save money. But surely these "problem 
solvers· do not expect the trustees to eliminate the positions of president, the 
vice presidents or deans. Therefore, these recommendations are calling for the 
elimination of middle and lower management. But it is these people, who are 
also our coworkers, that provide ~ of the work and energy for the essential 
services for faculty and students such as recruiting students, collecting money, 
helping students get jobs, doing research on the effectiveness of our mission, 
etc. By suggesting that these coworkers are unnecessary "fat" we are acting in 
the same manner as our governor and legislators. 
I have deep respect for the AAUP. I have been president of this group more 
times than anyone on campus. Our campus group has fought for academic 
freedom, protected tenure and has functioned as counsel for any faculty 
member who needed help. The BGSU-AAUP was responsible for forcing the 
administration to drop the Solicitation Policy (censoring faculty mail), and it also 
forced a previous administration to stop hiring all new faculty on term contracts. 
This campus will need the AAUP more than ever in the Mure. But it can only 
function in a useful manner if it acts in a unified manner with ALL of our cowork-
ers at BGSU. It must take a leadership role in creating a sense of community 
and it must reject the me-only, divisive, dass warfare resolutions currently being 
passed in the Faculty Senate. 
Dr. Bliott Blinn 
Chemistry 
Editor, MONITOR: 
As spring semester comes to a dose I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all the people across the University who have been involved in the North 
Central Association accreditation process this year. 
Over 100 sett-studies were completed during the last few months in all areas 
of the University-academic and non-academic alike. These sett-studies now 
are being used by the seven committees that are writing the component parts 
of our NCA report. 
I realize that the people who conducted and wrote the self-studies and who 
are serving on all our various committees are busy and have full schedules. I 
deeply appreciate your taking time from these schedules to participate in the 
accrecfrtation process. 
The first draft of our report is almost finished and it will be reviewed by the 
NCA steering committee May 28. A second draft will be available for 
University-wide review at the start of the fall semester. The evaluation team will 
be on campus in late February 1993. 
As I have read the sett-studies and looked more and more dosely at the 
University, I have come to realize what a strong institution BGSU is. And I know 
that what make us strong is the people of Bowling Green. I have needed a lot 
of help to get us to this point in the NCA process and that help has always been 
forthcoming. 
Again, thanks to all of you who served on committees, conducted 
seH-studies and agreed to be readers on various parts of our report. You are 
serving Bowling Green in a very important project and by rendering this service 
you are making it an even better institution. 
Dr. Denise Trauth, chair 
North Central Association steering committee 
Up to 85 employees could be 
eligible for one-time PERS buyout 
During the budget convocation, 
President Olscamp introduced a Retire-
ment Incentive Plan as one option in 
easing the University's financial crisis. 
The following is an outline of that plan. 
The University Board of Trustees will 
be asked to approve a Retirement 
Incentive Plan for faculty and staff who 
are members of the Public Employees 
Retirement System and the State 
Teachers Retirement System at an 
upcoming meeting. 
In President Olscamp's action plan to 
manage the shortfall in state revenue. he 
has determined that a Retirement 
Incentive Plan should be implemented to 
help reduce the number of individuals 
who might otherwise be dislocated. 
Based on the range of estimates of the 
cost of such a program, it is dear that no 
more than 20 percent of positions 
vacated by individuals who voluntarily 
elect to participate in the Retirement 
Incentive Plan will be filled. 
The Ohio General Assembly has 
adopted legislation permitting employers 
of members of PERS to establish a 
Retirement Incentive Plan for individuals 
who either have met or will, with the 
additional years purchased under the 
Retirement Incentive Plan, meet retire-
ment requirements. A member of PERS 
can retire 1) at any age with 30 or more 
years of retirement service credit, 2) at 
age 55 with at least 25 years of retire-
ment service credit, or 3) at age 60 with 
at least frve years of retirement service 
credit Service credit purchased under 
the Retirement Incentive Plan counts 
toward the years of service required to 
retire, but the age requirement must be 
met. Retirement under the Retirement 
Incentive Plan is the same as regular 
service retirement under PERS. 
The Board of Trustees will be asked to 
approve the following Retirement . 
Incentive Plan for members of PERS: 
-Up to three additional years of 
retirement service credit will be pur-
chased by the University with no em-
ployee contribution required; 
-It is anticipated the Retirement 
Incentive Plan would be in effect from 
July 1, 1992, to July 30, 1993, or until the 
csc 
From the front 
five percent limit (as outlined below) is 
reached, whichever comes first; 
-The number of individuals for whom 
the University would purchase retirement 
service credit under the Retirement 
Incentive Plan will be limited to a maxi-
mum of frve percent of the PERS 
membership as of May 1, 1992, esti-
mated to be approximately 85 individuals; 
-All PERS members are eligible for 
the Retirement Incentive Plan regardless 
of their age if after including the years of 
service credit purchased under the plan 
they qualify for retirement benefits; 
-The University will purchase 
retirement service credit for eligible PERS 
members electing to retire under the 
Retirement Incentive Plan in an amount 
not to exceed the lesser of three years or 
1/5 of the member's total retirement 
service credit. PERS will permit partial 
year increments. For an individual to be 
eligible to have three years of service 
credit purchased under the Retirement 
lncentice Plan, the member would need 
to have 15 or more years of retirement 
service credit; 
-PERS members who elect to 
participate in the Retirement Incentive 
Plan must retire no later than 90 days 
after the expiration of the University 
Retirement Incentive Plan on June 30. 
1993; 
-The initial application period to 
participate in the Retirement Incentive 
Plan will be from May 15 through June 
15, 1992. If more than the allowable 
number of individuals make application to 
participate in the Retirement Incentive 
Plan during this initial application period, 
individuals will be ranked in accordance 
with their total retirement service credit on 
record with PERS. 
H the total number of participants does 
not equal five percent of the PERS 
membership as of May 15, individuals 
can continue to apply to participate in the 
Retirement Incentive Plan on a 
first-come, first-served basis through 
June 30, or until the mairimum is 
achieved, whichever comes first. 
More information about the proposed 
buyout plan will be announced in 
MONITOR as it becomes available. 
be maintained for dassified staff and to further recommend similar coverage for 
administrative staff and faculty. 
Kreienkamp and Hyslop also explained that employees will have the freedom to 
choose from several health care plans. There are currently three options that have been 
discussed by the task force, but more could be suggested, Kreienkamp said. "Basically 
it comes down to the more risk you are willing to take. the less your insurance contribu-
tion will increase; he said. 
In other business, the council discussed the role of job descriptions and rists of 
specific job duties and the roles in which they are used. 
Although generic job descriptions are established by the state, specific lists of job 
duties may aid prospective employees, Kreienkamp said. He added that although · 
people may have the same job title. their duties may be tailored to the specific needs of 
their department. 
Some council members did not favor rewriting job descriptions because they were 
concerned that the list of duties could hamper audits. 
Council passed a resolution to send a letter to personnel services to clarify the intent 
of the new lists of duties and in what ways they will be used. 
In old business, councl approved the March 13 draft of the grievance policy. 
Although the grievance procedure outlined in the policy would take approximately three 
weeks, council members agreed the delay might be good because it would allow a 
cool-down period. The policy would also give grievers a chain-of-command to follow and 
provide an outline for documentation ot the process. 
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Education and allied professions hosts annual awards convocation 
College names Finn 'Alum of the Year,' Gardner 'Friend of the College' 
A nationally recognized nutritionist and 
a state legislator were honored by the 
College of Education and Allied Profes-
sions during its annual awards convoca-
tion April 26. 
Dr. Susan Calvert Finn, 
president-elect of the American Dietetics 
Association and director of nutrition 
services and public affairs for Ross 
Laboratories in Columbus, was named 
the College's 1992 "Alum of the Year.· 
Randall Gardner of Perrysburg. 
(R-Frtth District) assistant minority whip in 
the Ohio House of Representatives. was 
given the "Friend of the College" award. 
Both awards were presented by Dr. 
Ronald L. Russell, interim dean of the 
College of Education and Allied Profes-
sions. 
Finn, a 1966 graduate in home 
economics education, was recognized for 
her endeavors to improve health educa-
tion and nutrition practices, particularly 
among women. children and the elderly. 
Finn's work on behaH of her company 
and the American Dietetics Association 
has led to in numerous activities nation-
wide to publicize the need for good 
nutrition. 
She has given more than 800 major 
presentations and keynote addresses at 
professional meetings of nutrition, 
dietetics and medical associations as 
well as appearing on radio talk shows 
and writing magazine and newspaper 
articles. She also is co-author of The 
Real Ute Nutrition Book published this 
year. 
In October Finn will become president 
of the American Dietetics Association, the 
nation's largest organization of nutrition 
professionals. 
Gardner, a Republican who repre-
sents the Fifth District in the Ohio 
Legislature. was presented the "Friend of 
the College" award and recognized for 
his service on the University's Teacher 
Education Advisory Committee, as a 
campus speaker. panelist and informal 
consultant on a number of education-
related issues. 
"Randy is an advocate for education 
within our state government," Russell 
said. "He has worked hard to educate his 
fellow legislators about the needs and 
concerns of schools and colleges, and he 
has helped to educate us about the 
political side of education.· 
Gardner also is a graduate of the 
College of Education and Allied Profes-
sions. He taught history at Otsego High 
School from 1981 until 1986, when he 
was elected to the Ohio House of 
Representatives. He is a member of the 
house education committee and the 
colleges and universities subcommittee, 
where he is the ranking minority member. 
He also is one of five representatives on 
During the College of Education and Allied Professions' annual award convocation, 
Dr. Susan Calvert Finn, left, received the "Alum of the Year" award and State 
Representative Randy Gardner. right, received the "Friend of the College" award. 
The awards were presented by Dr. Ronald L Russell, interim dean. 
the legislative committee on education 
oversight 
Both Finn and Gardner received 
plaques during the awards ceremony, 
which was attended by nearly 300 
students, parents and faculty. 
Riffe, Elkin to receive honorary degrees at commencement ceremony 
Speaker of the Ohio House of 
Representatives Vern Riffe Jr. and 
noted author Dr. Stanley Elkin of 
Washington University in St Louis will 
be presented honorary doctorates 
during commencement exercises 
Saturday (May 
9). 
Riffe will 
receive an 
honorary doctor 
of political 
science degree 
and Elkin will be 
awardedan 
honorary doctor 
of letters. The 
degree citations 
honor the two for Riffe 
their long and 
distinguished caieers in the political 
and educational arenas. 
Riffe, who is serving his ninth term 
as speaker and his 17th consecutive 
two-year term as a state representa-
tive, has established himseH as one of 
Ohio's most influential porrtical 
leaders. 
He has held office longer than any 
House member in the state's history. 
As speaker, Riffe serves as chair of 
the rules committee and as an ex 
officio member of all standing 
committees. He is also chair of the 
legislative Service Commission. 
During his career he has been 
pr~nted more than 50 awards for 
efforts to better Ohio by a variety of 
organizations throughout the state. Most 
recently. he was the first non-resident of 
Columbus to receive the Christopher 
Columbus Leadership Award. 
In addition to his legislative duties, 
Riffe is a member of the Democratic 
National Committee, 
the American 
Legion, the Ohio 
Ganeer Foundation 
and the Portsmouth 
Area Chamber of 
Commerce. 
In 1986he 
sponsored legisla-
tion that led to the 
creation of Shawnee 
State University, 
one of Ohio's 13 Elkin 
state-assisted 
universities. In 1988 a 31-story state 
office building with an attached theatre 
complex in downtown Columbus was 
dedicated as the Vern Riffe Center for 
Government and the Arts. Riffe has also 
received honorary degrees from Ohio 
State, Ohio, Miami and Kent State 
universities. 
Elkin is the Merle Kling Professor of 
Modem Letters at Washington University. 
He has more than 20 books to his credit 
and has had numerous articles published 
in national magazines, including Harper's 
and Al1s & Antiques. He has also 
authored several translations into French, 
German, Hebrew and Japanese. He has 
written a play and was commissioned by 
the Mid-America Dance Company to write 
a ballet 
Considered among the top American 
authors and short story writers, Elkin is 
familiar with Bowling Green, having been 
invited to campus several times to consult 
with faculty, comment on student 
manuscripts and give public readings. 
Elkin has received several citations for 
his works, induding The Southern 
Review award for short fiction and the 
National Book Critics Circle Award. Most 
recently. he was presented with the 
Elmer Holmes BOBST Award in Arts and 
Letters for lifetime achievements. 
He has served as a judge for several 
book awards committees on both the 
state and national level. Presently, he is 
member of the literary awards panel for 
the American Academy and Institute of 
Arts and Letters. 
He has also participated in several 
international symposia. 
-By Julia Martini 
Rain or shine, graduation at stadium 
The uruv......- will hold its 213th 
........ ,. averages betwe~n 3.76 and 3.9, 
graduation at 10 am. Saturday (May qualifying for rr.agna cum laude 
9) at Ooyt L Perry Stadium. University recognition. and 136 seniors have 
President Paul J. Olscamp will averages between 3.5 and 3.75 and 
pieside. qualify to graduate cum laude. In total. 
The commencement speaker will 207 of the bachelor's degree candi-
be Dr. E. Gordon Gee. president of dates will graduate with flon!:>rs. 
The Ohio State UnM!rsity. Bowling Green also will honor 25 
Appmxima1ely 2. 130 diplomas will alumni for their accomplishments in 
be awarded to graduating students the fine and performing arts. The 
from 73 of Ohio's 88 counties. 38 rea:ignition of the accomplished 
states and 14 nations. The graduating graduates coincides with the 
class indudes 10 candidates for University's current campaign to raise 
dodDral degrees, 267 caneldates for private dollars to support Arts Unfim-
master's degrees and 53 candidates ~ the College of Musical Arts, 
. ·a associate degrees. The othefs will Department of Theatre. the School of 
. 1ecaiue bachelor's degrees. Art and the dance program_ 
, Twenty-three seniors are expected Graduation exen::ises wil be held 
·II> grad! ala summa aJlll laude for 5atu"day at the stadium regardless of 
~ ... mai11ta8it19 grade point a•aages weather conditions.. Should ildement 
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The College of Technology received a plaque commemorating the dedication of it~ 
FAA Resource Center, which is located in the Technology Annex. Stephen M. Owlty. 
aerotechnolgy, left, was instrumental in requesting the FAA establish a resource 
center at the University. Tom Cummins, a representative of the FAA, presented the 
plaque to Dr. Tom Erekson, dean of the College of T echnOl<?!JY· Dr. Sudershan 
Jetley, technology systems, right, was also at the presentation. 
Moore, Stone tapped by ODK 
Two administrators and 11 students 
were tapped Friday (May 1) for member-
ship in the University's chapter of 
Omicron Delta Kappa national leadership 
honor society. 
The administra-
tors selected were 
Dr. Winifred Stone, 
associate dean of 
the Graduate 
College and ethnic 
studies, and John 
Moore. executive 
director of personnel 
services. 
The 11 junior and 
senior students Moore 
were selected on 
the basis of excellence in one of five 
categories: creative and performing arts; 
social, service, religious and campus 
government activities; scholarship; · 
athletics; or journalism, speech and mass 
media. 
Stone joined the University in 1971 
after serving as a counseling psycholo-
gist at Florida State University. He 
received his undergraduate degree in 
psychology from West Virginia State 
CONVOCATION 
From the front 
-reducing operating budgets; 
--encouraging voluntary furloughs; 
-<:0nverting fiscal-year to academic-
year positions; 
--converting full-time to part-time 
positions; 
encouraging additional early facult)' 
retirements; 
-4aying off some full-time and 
part-time staff, and 
-reducing summer school instruc-
College, his master's from the University 
of Toledo and his doctorate from Florida 
State University. 
· Since coming to Bowling Green, Stone 
has served as 
assistant to the 
provost for minority 
affairs and as 
director of graduate 
admissions. 
Moore, who is a 
retired vice presi-
dent from Society 
Bank of Toledo, 
joined the University 
staff in 1990 as 
interim director of 
personnel services. 
Stone 
Later that same year, he was appointed 
permanently to that pos1. 
A graduate of the University of Toledo, 
Moore is active in numerolls professional 
and community organizations, including 
the American Society for Personnel 
Administrators, the College Placement 
Council Inc., the National Association of 
Urban Bankers, the Toledo Legal Aid 
Society and the Toledo Personnel 
Management Association. 
tional salaries. 
Olscamp said he supported, in part, 
the Faculty Senate Budget Committee-
University Budget Committee recommen-
dation to reduce summer faculty salaries. 
He said no faculty who taught last 
summer would suffer reductions greater 
than 17 percent 
01scamp said he knew "the tenible 
feelings of anxiety and stress" which 
have resulted from the budget aunch but 
University student wins Mellon, 
Javits, Phi Kappa Phi fellowships 
A graduating University senior is 
among 80 winners nationally of the 
prestigious 1992 Mellon Fellowships in 
the Humanities given by the Woodrow 
'Nilson National Fellowship Foundation. 
Twenty-three-year-old Donald W. 
Bruckner of Aurora, who majored in both 
philosophy and 
mathematics, will 
araduate summa 
cum laude on 
Saturday (May 9). 
Not only has he 
been named an 
honorary Mellon 
Fellow, he also has 
been named a 
Jacob K. Javits 
Fellow and he is 
one of 50 students 
in the nation to 
Bruckner 
receive a fellowship from Phi Kappa Phi 
national scholastic honor society. All 
three fellowships offer financial support 
for graduate study. 
The 1992 Mellon Fellows in the 
Humanities were selected from among 
2, 140 nominees who showed exceptional 
academic promise. Harvard University led 
among institutions providing winners of 
the fellowships with nine, followed by 
Yale and Stanford with four each. Of this 
year's winners, only two are from Ohio: 
Bruckner and Sara G. Levine of Shaker 
Heights, a student at Northwestern 
University. 
The Mellon Fellowship carries a 
stipend of $12,500 for the the 1992-93 
academic year as well as covering tuition 
and fees. Support in the second year is 
comparable. The third year of supJ)ort is 
tied to a doctoral dissertation that can be 
finished within five or six years from the 
start of graduate study. 
The Javits Fellowship provides 
financial assistance to students of 
superior ability, demonstrated by their 
achievements and promise to pursue 
graduate study in the arts, humanities 
and social sciences. The Javits Fellow-
ship carries with it an annual $6,000 for 
payment in full of tuititon and fees and up 
to $10,000 a year for four years or to the 
completion of a degree, whichever occurs 
first. 
The Phi Kappa Phi $500 fellowship for 
graduate study is given to recognize 
academic excellence in all disciplines. 
Bruckner, a 1987 graduate of 
Crestwood High School and the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bruckner of Aurora. 
will attend graduate school at the 
University of Pittsburgh. He intends to 
pursue a doctoral degree in philosophy 
and a master's degree in mathematies. 
He will use his Javits Fellowship and Phi 
Kappa Phi Fellowship to pay for his 
education, while declining the financial 
aid portion of the Mellon Fellowship. 
Considered one of the top students in 
Bowling Green's College of Arts and 
Sciences, Bruckner has been active on 
campus throughout the five years he has 
pursued his bachelor's degree with a 
double major. 
A Dean's List student, he is a member 
of Alpha Lambda Delta and Phi Eta 
Sigma freshman honor societies, Kappa 
Mu Epsilon mathematics honor society, 
Golden Key National Honor Society, Phi 
Kappa Phi honor society and Phi Beta 
Kappa national liberal arts honor society. 
Bruckner said he hopes to pursue a 
teaching career on the college level. 
Arts and sciences announces 
two chair appointments 
Or. Joseph Frizado has been 
named chair of geology and Dr. Klaus 
Schmidt has been named chair of 
Gennan, Russian and East Asian 
.·· languages, Dr. Andrew Kerek. dean of 
. · the College of Arts and Sciences. has 
announced. 
Frizado will begin his duties in July 
and succeeds Dr. Charies Kahle, who 
is 1eliti11g. . . .. ' > ,. ' ' . . . . 
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added "I know that we will come through 
this aisis." He said that "the greatest 
harm that could come to us will not arise 
from the financial reductions we face; 
rather it could be caused by internal 
rancor, bitterness, anger and accusa-
tions .• Such feelings, he said, would 
hann the University. 
He said that at this time -we an need 
to pull ~and that "if we retain our 
sense of community and dedication to the 
Carolina from 1978-82 before joining 
the University in 1982. 
Schmidt, who was interim chair of 
that department, will begin his 
permanent appointment July 1 as well. 
He joined the University in 1969 
after teaching secondary eel• icatioo in 
Germany for three years. 
Both appointments are _for four 
years. . 
University, we can and wiD get through 
this. Let's not make it any easier for 
politicians who alone can truly solve this 
problem by cftstracting public attention 
with acrimony and anger .• 
Olscamp said a hotline has been 
established to answer employees' 
questions about the budget situation. The 
number is 2-HELP. He said he would 
distribute further written information as it 
becomeS available. . 
Brownell text demonstrates computers as important educational tools 
Advancements in computers and the 
computer education field have led to 
publication of a second edition of the 
book Computers and Teaching by Dr. 
Gregg Brownell, education and allied 
professions. 
The college textbook, published by 
Wes1 Publishing Company, is designed to 
assist prospective and current elementary 
and secondary school teachers in using 
computers as classroom teaching aids. 
"Computers have become an impor-
tant tool in education and this text will 
help teachers adjust to the needs of their 
students while working with computers," 
Brownell said. 
The first edition of the book was 
published only five years ago but 
Brownell said the fast pace of technologi-
cal change soon created a need for 
revisions. The new version reflects 
changes in computer hardware and 
software as well as new teaching 
methods. 
Brownell added three new chapters on 
AppleWorks, since many schools use 
that software. The information and 
suggested teaching techniques explained 
in the new chapters are based on 
materials developed in the Washington 
Local School District. A tutorial disk for 
AppleWorks is supplied with the second 
edition. 
The original version of the text was 
developed in the 1980s while Brownell 
was working as a computer education 
professor at Eastern Connecticut State 
University. Unable to find a text for the 
introductory course he was developing in 
computer education. the professor wrote 
his own book on computers and teaching. 
So far more than 15,000 students at 
colleges and universities across the 
country have used the book. At Bowling 
Green, Brownell uses the text for 15 
classes of undergraduate computer 
education courses every year. His 
courses explain the basic concepts of 
computer-assisted teaching and include 
numerous hands-on activities for pro-
spective educators. 
Computers have become common-
place in elementary and secondary 
classrooms only within the last decade. 
"Many prospective teachers today 
have not had as much experience with 
computers as the elementary and 
secondary students they are preparing to 
teach," Brownell noted. -11 teachers learn 
how computers can benefit them. they 
are more likely to use them in the 
classroom. They need hands-on work 
and a sound conceptual introduction to 
computers in education." 
He pointed out computers are no 
longer just a tool to use in teaching 
mathematics and writing skills. A knowl-
edgeable teacher can use computer 
expertise to enhance learning develop-
ment in social studies, art and reading as 
well. As a result, students develop their 
writing, research and problem-solving 
skills using a tool that they enjoy. 
Brownell said. 
"Today, many children cannot imagine 
a world without computers. In the 
classroom, on the job or at home, 
computers are readily available to them; 
he added. ·computers have become a 
natural part of life for young people." 
The University has had computer 
education courses since 1983 and was 
the first teacher education program in 
Ohio to offer a major in computer science 
education. All elementary education 
majors are required to take a computer 
education course and other teacher 
education majors are strongly encour-
aged to do so. 
Brownell has taught at Bowling Green 
since 1987 and has been a member of a 
the College of Education and Allied 
Professions committee which developed 
a comprehensive plan for expanding and 
updating computer facilities for students 
and facultY. 
Statistical Counseling Center aids University researchers with analyses 
Each semester, some 175 to 200 
people tum to the Statistical Counseling 
Center for help. 
And contrary to what one might think, 
those help-seekers aren't undergraduate 
students struggling through statistics 
courses. The center's services are 
available to faculty and graduate students 
only, and the five-person staff's purpose 
is to assist in ironing out any statistical 
problems they might encounter in the 
course of doing research. 
Those problems "run the whole 
gamut," said Dr. Nancy Boudreau, 
assistant professor of applied statistics 
and operations research and the center's 
director. Some people come to the center 
at the beginning of the semes1er and 
seek help in deciding what questions to 
ask and what type of analysis to run, 
Boudreau said. Others complete that part 
of the research process on their own, 
then tum to the center for help in analyz-
ing and interpreting surveys and writing 
up the results. 
For example, Boudreau said, she 
recently worked with a mass communica-
tion graduate student studying the sex 
role perception of high school students in 
Puerto Rico as it related to television 
viewing. Among the questions the 
researcher wanted to answer in her 
analysis of a survey she had taken on the 
island were whether the number of 
viewing hours affected sex role percep-
tion, whether the gender of the viewer 
played a part in perception, and whether 
the type of show viewed affected 
perceptions. The center staff helped write 
a program to interpret survey results and 
make these determinations. 
Researchers who tum to the center for 
Goza wins Fulbright to study social migration in Brazil 
Dr. Franklin W. Goza. sociology, has 
received a Senior Fulbright Fellowship to 
lecture and work on research in Brazil. 
Goia, a demographer whose specialty is 
the study of social migration, will leave 
campus Aug. 1 to 
spend a minimum of 
six months at the 
Federal University 
of Minas Gerais in 
Belo Horizonte, 
Brazil. Belo 
Horizonte, which 
has a population of 
three million people, 
is the third largest 
city in Brazil. 
A faculty member Goza 
since 1989, Goza 
has published a number of articles and 
book chapters related to demographic 
research as well as giving more than a 
dozen presentations at professional 
meetings. He has conducted much of his 
research in South America, some of it in 
the Amazon jungle. 
His work is receiving wide attention. 
Last October he was one of 1 B individu-
als invited to present a paper at the 
United Nations Expert Group Meeting on 
Feminization of Internal Migration held in 
Aguascalientes, Mexico. In January he 
was invited by the United Nations to 
present a paper at the 1992 National 
Migration Conference of the ASEAN 
Nations in Thailand. 
During April he was among only five 
international experts invited to give a 
presentation at the Population Associa-
tion of Mexico's Working Group Meeting 
on Population and the Environment in 
Tepoztlan, Mexico. At the meeting he 
read a paper on "The Socioeconomic and 
Environmental Impact of Migration to the 
Brazilian Amazon." 
As a Senior Fulbright Fellow. Goza. 
who is fluent in Portuguese, will be 
assisting with graduate training in 
demography at CEDEPLAR, a center for 
development and regional planning 
studies which attracts students and 
researchers from around the world. 
·1 will teach techniques for conducting 
demographic survey research, including 
how to construct sampling instruments, 
interview subjects and train interviewers 
as well as how to collect, process and 
analyze data," Goza said. He added that 
his students will include economists, 
demographers and sociologists from 
Africa and South America as well as 
other regions of the world who come to 
CEDEPLAR for training in the skills 
necessary for demographic research. 
The research associate of Bowling 
Green's Population & Society Research 
Center said that during the time he 
spends in Brazil he hopes to finish work 
on two of his own research projects. Both 
projects were begun while he was a 
Rockefeller Post-Doctoral Social Science 
Research Fellow and a visiting faculty 
member at the Federal University of 
Minas Gerais from 1987-89. 
One study, funded by the Brazilian 
Ministry of Labor and the Minas Gerais 
Department of Labor, examines 
out-migration in rural regions of the state 
of Minas Gerais. Data has been collected 
on more than 5,000 peasants to learn 
more about the subsistence farmers and 
how they, as migrant farm workers. and 
their families struggle to survive. 
In addition to finishing a book about 
this research, Goza wants to complete 
work on another book which deals with 
the exodus of Brazilians to North America 
during the 1980s. This study, for which 
· he has received funding from the 
Rockefeller Foundation, the Canadian 
government and the Graduate College at 
Bowling Green, includes interviews with 
some 200 Br.¢1ians living in Toronto and 
an equal number living in New York, 
Boston and Miami. 
Goza earned his bachelor's degree 
with honors at the University of Wisconsin 
in Madison where he had a triple major in 
anthropology, Ibero-American stu<ftes. 
and Spanish. He also earned his 
master's degree in 1983 and a doctorate 
in 1987, both in sociology, at WISCOOSin. 
Al Bowling Green he has taught the 
upper-level undergraduate course on 
population and development, dasses on 
population and society, introductory 
statistics and a graduate course on 
market demography. 
assistance are teamed with either 
Boudreau or assistant director Becky 
Clemons and one of three graduate 
assistants. The permanent staff member/ 
graduate student team remains with the 
researcher for the duration of the 
semes1er, writing and de-bugging 
programs. giving advice on an as-needed 
basis and ironing out problems as they 
arise. 
While the center helps researchers at 
all stages of the process, Boudreau said 
center staff "can prevent many head-
aches" if consultation occurs at the 
beginning of a project and not just when 
trouble arises. 
The center opened in spring 1977 and 
Boudreau joined the staff in 1985. She 
said utilization of center services has 
remained steady at a full-capacity level 
since her arrival. 
·we can't handle many more clients: 
Boudreau said. "(This semes1er) we had 
very few appointments that weren't 
booked and right now it takes over a 
week to get an appointment." 
Heavy users of the center, according 
to Boudreau, come from the manage-
ment, applied human ecology, interper-
sonal communication. communication 
disorders, psychology and health, 
physical education and recreation 
departments. 
"Their research lends itself to statisti-
cal studies and numbers," Boudreau said. 
"These are departments that are more 
geared toward research than English. 
where they write their thesis or they write 
research papers - they're not 
number-oriented." 
Boudreau said the center's services 
are not unique to the University but she 
believes they are better than those 
offered at other schools. 
"There are other universities that have 
(statistical counseling) but a lot of people 
who have done their dissertations 
elsewhere and come here say this is 
pretty unique," she said. "We have 
generally found a solution for most 
people or have pointed them in the 
direction to get help if we couldn't.· 
-By Lynn Gagel 
The College of Technology received a plaque commemorating the dedication of it~ 
FAA Resource Center, which is located in the Technology Annex. Stephen M. Owlty. 
aerotechnolgy, left, was instrumental in requesting the FAA establish a resource 
center at the University. Tom Cummins, a representative of the FAA, presented the 
plaque to Dr. Tom Erekson, dean of the College of T echnOl<?!JY· Dr. Sudershan 
Jetley, technology systems, right, was also at the presentation. 
Moore, Stone tapped by ODK 
Two administrators and 11 students 
were tapped Friday (May 1) for member-
ship in the University's chapter of 
Omicron Delta Kappa national leadership 
honor society. 
The administra-
tors selected were 
Dr. Winifred Stone, 
associate dean of 
the Graduate 
College and ethnic 
studies, and John 
Moore. executive 
director of personnel 
services. 
The 11 junior and 
senior students Moore 
were selected on 
the basis of excellence in one of five 
categories: creative and performing arts; 
social, service, religious and campus 
government activities; scholarship; · 
athletics; or journalism, speech and mass 
media. 
Stone joined the University in 1971 
after serving as a counseling psycholo-
gist at Florida State University. He 
received his undergraduate degree in 
psychology from West Virginia State 
CONVOCATION 
From the front 
-reducing operating budgets; 
--encouraging voluntary furloughs; 
-<:0nverting fiscal-year to academic-
year positions; 
--converting full-time to part-time 
positions; 
encouraging additional early facult)' 
retirements; 
-4aying off some full-time and 
part-time staff, and 
-reducing summer school instruc-
College, his master's from the University 
of Toledo and his doctorate from Florida 
State University. 
· Since coming to Bowling Green, Stone 
has served as 
assistant to the 
provost for minority 
affairs and as 
director of graduate 
admissions. 
Moore, who is a 
retired vice presi-
dent from Society 
Bank of Toledo, 
joined the University 
staff in 1990 as 
interim director of 
personnel services. 
Stone 
Later that same year, he was appointed 
permanently to that pos1. 
A graduate of the University of Toledo, 
Moore is active in numerolls professional 
and community organizations, including 
the American Society for Personnel 
Administrators, the College Placement 
Council Inc., the National Association of 
Urban Bankers, the Toledo Legal Aid 
Society and the Toledo Personnel 
Management Association. 
tional salaries. 
Olscamp said he supported, in part, 
the Faculty Senate Budget Committee-
University Budget Committee recommen-
dation to reduce summer faculty salaries. 
He said no faculty who taught last 
summer would suffer reductions greater 
than 17 percent 
01scamp said he knew "the tenible 
feelings of anxiety and stress" which 
have resulted from the budget aunch but 
University student wins Mellon, 
Javits, Phi Kappa Phi fellowships 
A graduating University senior is 
among 80 winners nationally of the 
prestigious 1992 Mellon Fellowships in 
the Humanities given by the Woodrow 
'Nilson National Fellowship Foundation. 
Twenty-three-year-old Donald W. 
Bruckner of Aurora, who majored in both 
philosophy and 
mathematics, will 
araduate summa 
cum laude on 
Saturday (May 9). 
Not only has he 
been named an 
honorary Mellon 
Fellow, he also has 
been named a 
Jacob K. Javits 
Fellow and he is 
one of 50 students 
in the nation to 
Bruckner 
receive a fellowship from Phi Kappa Phi 
national scholastic honor society. All 
three fellowships offer financial support 
for graduate study. 
The 1992 Mellon Fellows in the 
Humanities were selected from among 
2, 140 nominees who showed exceptional 
academic promise. Harvard University led 
among institutions providing winners of 
the fellowships with nine, followed by 
Yale and Stanford with four each. Of this 
year's winners, only two are from Ohio: 
Bruckner and Sara G. Levine of Shaker 
Heights, a student at Northwestern 
University. 
The Mellon Fellowship carries a 
stipend of $12,500 for the the 1992-93 
academic year as well as covering tuition 
and fees. Support in the second year is 
comparable. The third year of supJ)ort is 
tied to a doctoral dissertation that can be 
finished within five or six years from the 
start of graduate study. 
The Javits Fellowship provides 
financial assistance to students of 
superior ability, demonstrated by their 
achievements and promise to pursue 
graduate study in the arts, humanities 
and social sciences. The Javits Fellow-
ship carries with it an annual $6,000 for 
payment in full of tuititon and fees and up 
to $10,000 a year for four years or to the 
completion of a degree, whichever occurs 
first. 
The Phi Kappa Phi $500 fellowship for 
graduate study is given to recognize 
academic excellence in all disciplines. 
Bruckner, a 1987 graduate of 
Crestwood High School and the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bruckner of Aurora. 
will attend graduate school at the 
University of Pittsburgh. He intends to 
pursue a doctoral degree in philosophy 
and a master's degree in mathematies. 
He will use his Javits Fellowship and Phi 
Kappa Phi Fellowship to pay for his 
education, while declining the financial 
aid portion of the Mellon Fellowship. 
Considered one of the top students in 
Bowling Green's College of Arts and 
Sciences, Bruckner has been active on 
campus throughout the five years he has 
pursued his bachelor's degree with a 
double major. 
A Dean's List student, he is a member 
of Alpha Lambda Delta and Phi Eta 
Sigma freshman honor societies, Kappa 
Mu Epsilon mathematics honor society, 
Golden Key National Honor Society, Phi 
Kappa Phi honor society and Phi Beta 
Kappa national liberal arts honor society. 
Bruckner said he hopes to pursue a 
teaching career on the college level. 
Arts and sciences announces 
two chair appointments 
Or. Joseph Frizado has been 
named chair of geology and Dr. Klaus 
Schmidt has been named chair of 
Gennan, Russian and East Asian 
.·· languages, Dr. Andrew Kerek. dean of 
. · the College of Arts and Sciences. has 
announced. 
Frizado will begin his duties in July 
and succeeds Dr. Charies Kahle, who 
is 1eliti11g. . . .. ' > ,. ' ' . . . . 
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added "I know that we will come through 
this aisis." He said that "the greatest 
harm that could come to us will not arise 
from the financial reductions we face; 
rather it could be caused by internal 
rancor, bitterness, anger and accusa-
tions .• Such feelings, he said, would 
hann the University. 
He said that at this time -we an need 
to pull ~and that "if we retain our 
sense of community and dedication to the 
Carolina from 1978-82 before joining 
the University in 1982. 
Schmidt, who was interim chair of 
that department, will begin his 
permanent appointment July 1 as well. 
He joined the University in 1969 
after teaching secondary eel• icatioo in 
Germany for three years. 
Both appointments are _for four 
years. . 
University, we can and wiD get through 
this. Let's not make it any easier for 
politicians who alone can truly solve this 
problem by cftstracting public attention 
with acrimony and anger .• 
Olscamp said a hotline has been 
established to answer employees' 
questions about the budget situation. The 
number is 2-HELP. He said he would 
distribute further written information as it 
becomeS available. . 
Brownell text demonstrates computers as important educational tools 
Advancements in computers and the 
computer education field have led to 
publication of a second edition of the 
book Computers and Teaching by Dr. 
Gregg Brownell, education and allied 
professions. 
The college textbook, published by 
Wes1 Publishing Company, is designed to 
assist prospective and current elementary 
and secondary school teachers in using 
computers as classroom teaching aids. 
"Computers have become an impor-
tant tool in education and this text will 
help teachers adjust to the needs of their 
students while working with computers," 
Brownell said. 
The first edition of the book was 
published only five years ago but 
Brownell said the fast pace of technologi-
cal change soon created a need for 
revisions. The new version reflects 
changes in computer hardware and 
software as well as new teaching 
methods. 
Brownell added three new chapters on 
AppleWorks, since many schools use 
that software. The information and 
suggested teaching techniques explained 
in the new chapters are based on 
materials developed in the Washington 
Local School District. A tutorial disk for 
AppleWorks is supplied with the second 
edition. 
The original version of the text was 
developed in the 1980s while Brownell 
was working as a computer education 
professor at Eastern Connecticut State 
University. Unable to find a text for the 
introductory course he was developing in 
computer education. the professor wrote 
his own book on computers and teaching. 
So far more than 15,000 students at 
colleges and universities across the 
country have used the book. At Bowling 
Green, Brownell uses the text for 15 
classes of undergraduate computer 
education courses every year. His 
courses explain the basic concepts of 
computer-assisted teaching and include 
numerous hands-on activities for pro-
spective educators. 
Computers have become common-
place in elementary and secondary 
classrooms only within the last decade. 
"Many prospective teachers today 
have not had as much experience with 
computers as the elementary and 
secondary students they are preparing to 
teach," Brownell noted. -11 teachers learn 
how computers can benefit them. they 
are more likely to use them in the 
classroom. They need hands-on work 
and a sound conceptual introduction to 
computers in education." 
He pointed out computers are no 
longer just a tool to use in teaching 
mathematics and writing skills. A knowl-
edgeable teacher can use computer 
expertise to enhance learning develop-
ment in social studies, art and reading as 
well. As a result, students develop their 
writing, research and problem-solving 
skills using a tool that they enjoy. 
Brownell said. 
"Today, many children cannot imagine 
a world without computers. In the 
classroom, on the job or at home, 
computers are readily available to them; 
he added. ·computers have become a 
natural part of life for young people." 
The University has had computer 
education courses since 1983 and was 
the first teacher education program in 
Ohio to offer a major in computer science 
education. All elementary education 
majors are required to take a computer 
education course and other teacher 
education majors are strongly encour-
aged to do so. 
Brownell has taught at Bowling Green 
since 1987 and has been a member of a 
the College of Education and Allied 
Professions committee which developed 
a comprehensive plan for expanding and 
updating computer facilities for students 
and facultY. 
Statistical Counseling Center aids University researchers with analyses 
Each semester, some 175 to 200 
people tum to the Statistical Counseling 
Center for help. 
And contrary to what one might think, 
those help-seekers aren't undergraduate 
students struggling through statistics 
courses. The center's services are 
available to faculty and graduate students 
only, and the five-person staff's purpose 
is to assist in ironing out any statistical 
problems they might encounter in the 
course of doing research. 
Those problems "run the whole 
gamut," said Dr. Nancy Boudreau, 
assistant professor of applied statistics 
and operations research and the center's 
director. Some people come to the center 
at the beginning of the semes1er and 
seek help in deciding what questions to 
ask and what type of analysis to run, 
Boudreau said. Others complete that part 
of the research process on their own, 
then tum to the center for help in analyz-
ing and interpreting surveys and writing 
up the results. 
For example, Boudreau said, she 
recently worked with a mass communica-
tion graduate student studying the sex 
role perception of high school students in 
Puerto Rico as it related to television 
viewing. Among the questions the 
researcher wanted to answer in her 
analysis of a survey she had taken on the 
island were whether the number of 
viewing hours affected sex role percep-
tion, whether the gender of the viewer 
played a part in perception, and whether 
the type of show viewed affected 
perceptions. The center staff helped write 
a program to interpret survey results and 
make these determinations. 
Researchers who tum to the center for 
Goza wins Fulbright to study social migration in Brazil 
Dr. Franklin W. Goza. sociology, has 
received a Senior Fulbright Fellowship to 
lecture and work on research in Brazil. 
Goia, a demographer whose specialty is 
the study of social migration, will leave 
campus Aug. 1 to 
spend a minimum of 
six months at the 
Federal University 
of Minas Gerais in 
Belo Horizonte, 
Brazil. Belo 
Horizonte, which 
has a population of 
three million people, 
is the third largest 
city in Brazil. 
A faculty member Goza 
since 1989, Goza 
has published a number of articles and 
book chapters related to demographic 
research as well as giving more than a 
dozen presentations at professional 
meetings. He has conducted much of his 
research in South America, some of it in 
the Amazon jungle. 
His work is receiving wide attention. 
Last October he was one of 1 B individu-
als invited to present a paper at the 
United Nations Expert Group Meeting on 
Feminization of Internal Migration held in 
Aguascalientes, Mexico. In January he 
was invited by the United Nations to 
present a paper at the 1992 National 
Migration Conference of the ASEAN 
Nations in Thailand. 
During April he was among only five 
international experts invited to give a 
presentation at the Population Associa-
tion of Mexico's Working Group Meeting 
on Population and the Environment in 
Tepoztlan, Mexico. At the meeting he 
read a paper on "The Socioeconomic and 
Environmental Impact of Migration to the 
Brazilian Amazon." 
As a Senior Fulbright Fellow. Goza. 
who is fluent in Portuguese, will be 
assisting with graduate training in 
demography at CEDEPLAR, a center for 
development and regional planning 
studies which attracts students and 
researchers from around the world. 
·1 will teach techniques for conducting 
demographic survey research, including 
how to construct sampling instruments, 
interview subjects and train interviewers 
as well as how to collect, process and 
analyze data," Goza said. He added that 
his students will include economists, 
demographers and sociologists from 
Africa and South America as well as 
other regions of the world who come to 
CEDEPLAR for training in the skills 
necessary for demographic research. 
The research associate of Bowling 
Green's Population & Society Research 
Center said that during the time he 
spends in Brazil he hopes to finish work 
on two of his own research projects. Both 
projects were begun while he was a 
Rockefeller Post-Doctoral Social Science 
Research Fellow and a visiting faculty 
member at the Federal University of 
Minas Gerais from 1987-89. 
One study, funded by the Brazilian 
Ministry of Labor and the Minas Gerais 
Department of Labor, examines 
out-migration in rural regions of the state 
of Minas Gerais. Data has been collected 
on more than 5,000 peasants to learn 
more about the subsistence farmers and 
how they, as migrant farm workers. and 
their families struggle to survive. 
In addition to finishing a book about 
this research, Goza wants to complete 
work on another book which deals with 
the exodus of Brazilians to North America 
during the 1980s. This study, for which 
· he has received funding from the 
Rockefeller Foundation, the Canadian 
government and the Graduate College at 
Bowling Green, includes interviews with 
some 200 Br.¢1ians living in Toronto and 
an equal number living in New York, 
Boston and Miami. 
Goza earned his bachelor's degree 
with honors at the University of Wisconsin 
in Madison where he had a triple major in 
anthropology, Ibero-American stu<ftes. 
and Spanish. He also earned his 
master's degree in 1983 and a doctorate 
in 1987, both in sociology, at WISCOOSin. 
Al Bowling Green he has taught the 
upper-level undergraduate course on 
population and development, dasses on 
population and society, introductory 
statistics and a graduate course on 
market demography. 
assistance are teamed with either 
Boudreau or assistant director Becky 
Clemons and one of three graduate 
assistants. The permanent staff member/ 
graduate student team remains with the 
researcher for the duration of the 
semes1er, writing and de-bugging 
programs. giving advice on an as-needed 
basis and ironing out problems as they 
arise. 
While the center helps researchers at 
all stages of the process, Boudreau said 
center staff "can prevent many head-
aches" if consultation occurs at the 
beginning of a project and not just when 
trouble arises. 
The center opened in spring 1977 and 
Boudreau joined the staff in 1985. She 
said utilization of center services has 
remained steady at a full-capacity level 
since her arrival. 
·we can't handle many more clients: 
Boudreau said. "(This semes1er) we had 
very few appointments that weren't 
booked and right now it takes over a 
week to get an appointment." 
Heavy users of the center, according 
to Boudreau, come from the manage-
ment, applied human ecology, interper-
sonal communication. communication 
disorders, psychology and health, 
physical education and recreation 
departments. 
"Their research lends itself to statisti-
cal studies and numbers," Boudreau said. 
"These are departments that are more 
geared toward research than English. 
where they write their thesis or they write 
research papers - they're not 
number-oriented." 
Boudreau said the center's services 
are not unique to the University but she 
believes they are better than those 
offered at other schools. 
"There are other universities that have 
(statistical counseling) but a lot of people 
who have done their dissertations 
elsewhere and come here say this is 
pretty unique," she said. "We have 
generally found a solution for most 
people or have pointed them in the 
direction to get help if we couldn't.· 
-By Lynn Gagel 
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FACULTY/STAFF PRESENTATIONS 
II. Nell Browne and J. David Reed. 
economics, presented "Providing a Spirit of 
Convnunity for Young Faculty" al the ninth 
annual Chairpersons Conference in Orlando in 
February. 
Douglas Ferguson, telecommunications. 
presented "Gender Differences in the Use of 
Remote Contror and "The History of Motion 
Picture Colorization" at the Speech Communi· 
cation Association conference in Atlanta. 
Bruce Klopfenstein. telecommunications. 
presented "'The Technology of Colorization" 
and "Economic Considerations in Setting 
HDTV Standards" at the Speech Communica· 
lion Association conference in Atlanta. 
Ray Laakaniemi, journalism, made a 
presentation at the seminar on editing weekly 
newspapers at the American Press Institute in 
Washington. D.C. Laakaniemi also conducted 
a workshop for the staffs of newspapers in 
Liberty Center, Leipsic and Deshler in 
February. 
Dennis Hale. mass communication. 
discussed the future of American newspapers 
with the ln-Betweeners of Sandusky County in 
January. 
Bill Forisha. applied human ecology, 
presented "Enhancing a Couple's Ability to 
Cope with Chronic IUnesses: Essential 
Components of Effective Dialogue· and 
"Multi-Model Family Therapy: A 
Multi-Component Approach to Treating 
Anorexia Nervosa on an Outpatient Basis" at 
the National Jewish Center for Immunology 
and Respiratory Medicine in Denver. Nov.8-9. 
John Piper, health, physical education and 
recreation, presented "Developing Invitational 
Learning Communities" as a keynote speaker 
for the 16th National Conference of the 
National Council of States on lnservice 
Education in Houston in November. 
John Piper, health, physical education and 
reaeation, presented "Positive Invitations to 
Learning" al the annual convention of the Ohio 
Association of Health. Physical Education, 
Recreation and Dance in Dayton in December. 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and 
statistics, presented "Non-Gaussian Family of 
Models" at the University of Roorkee in 
December. He also presented "A New Class of 
Matrix Variate Bliptically Contoured Distribu-
tions" at Delhi University in January. 
Arjun K. Gupta. mathematics and 
statistics. presented ·A New Class of Matrix 
Variate Elliptically Contoured Distributions" at 
the first International Triennial Calcutta 
Symposium on Probability and Statistics in 
December. Gupta also chaired a session on 
inference at the conference. 
Virginia Marks. music. was a judge at the 
Ann Arbor Sonata Competition in February. 
Wallace DePue, music, with the DePue 
Family Musicians and the University Men's 
Chorus. performed "Fiddler's Fair," a newly 
arranged composition by DePue. at the 
American Choral Directors Association 
Regional Convention in Chicago in February. 
Richard L Weaver. interpersonal 
communication. and Richard A. Zeller. 
sociology, presented "Front-line Perceptions of 
Communication in Education: Principals' 
Preferences for Secondary-teacher Effective-
r.ess· at the Midwest Basic Course Directors' 
Conference at the University of Dayton in 
February. 
Willard lllsfeldt. art history. participated in 
c. panel diso •ssion on Picasso at the Cleve-
land Museum of Art in March. The panel 
disnrssion was part of a special Picasso 
symposium held in c;:onjunction with a large 
exhibition of Picasso's still lifes, "Picasso and 
Things." Misfeldt was also a modetator for the 
symposium. 
11. Neil Browne, economics, and Nancy 
Kubaselr legal studies. presented "Compa· 
rable Worth and Mari<et Structure· al the 
Missouri Valley Economic Association Meeting 
in St. Louis in February. 
Frank Bosworth. technology, presented 
"Social Change and Economic Development: 
A View from Two Program Perspectives" at the 
National Association of Science. Technology 
and Society Conference in Washington, D.C .• 
in February. Thomas Erekson. technology, 
presented "Technology Conceptualized as a 
Discipline: A View Through the Lens of 
Academic Rationalism· at the same confer-
ence. 
Benjamin N. Muego. Firelands. presented 
"Forever on the Periphery: The Military, Power 
and Democracy in the Philippines· at the 1991 
Biennial Meeting of the Inter-university 
Seminar on Armed Force and Society in 
Baltimore, Md .• in October. He presented "'The 
Philippines Under Aquino: An Assessment and 
Prognosis for the Future" at the Defense 
Intelligence College in Washington. D.C., in 
January. 
Donald Gehring, higher education and 
student affairs, served on the panel -Current 
Issues in Student Affairs" at the Higher 
Education and the Law Conference at Stetson 
University in Florida in February. 
Donald Gehring and Carolyn Palmer. 
higher education and student affairs, and 
Vlclorla Guthrie. doctoral student. presented 
"Impact of the Drug Free Schools and 
Communities Ad on Student Knowledge" at 
the Association for Judicial Affairs' annual 
conference in Florida in February. Gehring 
also presented a session on the revision of the 
Joint Statement on Student Rights and 
Freedoms as a representative of the 
lnterassociation Task Force. 
Roger V. Bennett. educational administra· 
lion and supervision, presented "Recruiting, 
Preparing and Retaining Minority Edtiratms: 
What Works" at the American AssociaOOn of 
Colleges for Teacher Education annual 
conference in San Antonio in February. 
Steven C. RusseU, special education, 
presented "Understanding the Homeless with 
Learning Disabilities-Understanding Those to 
be Educated: Homeless and Leaming 
Disabled" and "Effective Mainstreaming 
Through Collaborative Teaming" at the 29th 
annual International Conference of the 
Learning Disabilities Association of America in 
Atlanta in March. 
Steven C. Russell. Veronica Gold and 
Ellen Williams. special education, presented 
"Mentoring and Collaboration to Improve Aural 
Service Delivery" at the 29th annual Interna-
tional Conference of the Learning Disabilities 
Association of America in Atlanta in Maii::ti. 
Robert L Peny, ethnic studies. presented 
the six-part series -Studies in the Black Urban 
Experience" in Februa.-y and March at Mercy 
Hospital. 
Emily Freeman Brown. music. guest 
conducted the Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra 
in January. the Toledo Symphony as part of 
"Music Today," and the Dearborn Symphony 
in February. . 
Richard Mathey, music, conducted the 
University Men's Chorus in an appearance at 
the American Choral Directors' Association in 
February. 
Ray Laakanieml, journalism. al a 
colloquium sponsored by the Southeast 
Region of the Association of Ed• ication in 
Journalism and Mass Communications in 
Allanta in March, presented "An Analysis of 
Weekly Newspaper Mar1let Penetration" to the 
newspaper division; "The Development of the 
Video Display Terminal: A Two-pronged 
Research Effort" to the history division; and 
"The Censorship Issue at Pacific Stars and 
Stripes" to the law division. 
Herbert Greenberg. communication 
disorders. co-presented "Rehearsal Sound 
Levels in Band Rooms and Hearing Sensitivi-
ties of Public School Band Directors· at the 
Hearing Conservation Conference in Cincin-
nati in April. 
Marilyn Perlmutter. communication 
disorders. and Shirley Ostler. English. 
originated and participated in a panel 
presentation titled "ESL and Speech/language 
Pathology Collaboration: Some Successful 
Models" at the 26th annual TESOL Interna-
tional Convention in Vancouver. British 
Columbia. in March. 
James Litwin, institutional studies. Robert 
L Perry and Ernest A. Champion. ethnic 
studies, participated in the panel "Instituting 
Cultural Diversity" at the 20th annual confer-
ence ol the National Association for Ethnic 
Studies in Boca Raton, Fla, in March. Perry 
presented "Instituting Ethnic Studies Wrthin the 
Academic Mainstream"; Champion presented 
"Instituting Cultural Diversity"; and Litwin 
presented "The Assessment of Cultural 
Diversity in the Curriculum." 
Steven Cornelius, music, presented 
"Social and Music Parallels within the New 
York Santeria Community" al New York 
University in April. 
Andreas Poullmenos, music, appeared as 
Sharpless in the Dayton Opera Company's 
prqduction of Madame Butterfly in March. In 
addition, Pou6menos presented a master class 
and recital hosted by Michigan State University 
and Lansing Community CoUege in April. 
Laurence Jankowski, journalism. 
participated in the panel "Murder and Class: 
What's a Life Worth?" an event sponsored by 
the Toledo chapter of the Society of Profes-
sional Journalists April 9. 
Ray l..aakanleml, joumafism. presented. 
two workshops for reporters and editors at 
Columbus This Week in Worthington in April. 
This Week is a series of newspapers ringing 
Columbus and owned by the Columbus 
Dispatch. 
llarlt Kasoff, Canadian studies, presented 
"Ontario-Ohio Business Relations" at a 
seminar on Trade and Investment in Ontario in 
Perrysburg in February. The event was 
co-sponsored by the government of Ontario 
and the state of Ohio. 
Fujiya Kawashima. history. presented 
"The Yangban of Andong" at the Korean 
Colloquium at Harvard University in March. 
Peter G. VanderHart, economics, 
presented "An Empirical Analysis of the 
Housing Decisions of Elderly Homeowners· at 
the Eastern Economics Association meeting in 
New York City in March. 
Darrel Fyffe, educational curriculum and 
instruction, presented "tight. Sound and Heat: 
Enhancing Physics Instruction in Grades 4-8" 
at the 40th national convention of the National 
Science Teachers Association in Boston in 
March. 
Patricia CUnnlngharn, applied human 
ecology, presented "Marimekko: Countering 
the Feminine Mystique" al the 22nd annual 
convention of the Popular Culture Association 
in Louisville, Ky., in March. 
A. Rolando Andrade, ethnic studies, 
presented "Themes of Fatalism in Music Along 
the Mexican-American Border" al the 22nd 
annual meeting of the American Culture 
Association and Popular Culture Association in 
LouisviDe. Ky., in March. Loma 
~o. ethnic studies, presented 
"The Imposition of Borders and Boundaries by 
our Educational System: A Means of Reinforc-
ing Social Hierarchy." 
lllchael Franklin. art therapy, presented 
"Cultural Sublimation and AIDS Iconography: 
Artistic Responses to the AIDS Crisis" and 
"'The Aesthetic Attitude and E"ll31hy: A Point 
of Convergence· at the Eastern Virginia 
Medical School in Norfolk in March. 
Barbara Lockard-Zimmerman. music, 
appeared in a concert at the Springfield Baptist 
Church in March. The concert was sponsored 
by the Washington County Arts Council and 
St. Catherine College's music department. 
Jay Jackson, music, was a guest 
conductor for the University of South Carolina 
Band. presented a conducting symposium in 
February and was a guest conductor and 
dinician at the Quad-Festival Honors Bar.cl in 
Monroe. Ind .. in March. 
Wallace DePue, music. accompanied the 
University Men's Chorus to the regional 
convention of the American Choral Directors· 
Association in Chicago in February. Featured 
on the program was DePue's own arrange-
ment of "The Fiddler's Fair." 
Paul Hunt, music. is a featured performer 
in a new advertisement for Benge Trombones. 
Janet Ballweg, art. conducted a presenta· 
lion titled "Project Swap" at the fourth biennial 
Foundations in Art: Theory and Education 
{FA T.E.) conference in Philadelphia in March. 
Douglas Ferguson, telecommunications, 
presented two papers dealing with the use of 
television remote control devices al the annual 
meeting of the Broadcast Education Associa-
tion in April. His first paper won first place in 
the research division. The other paper, for 
which Ferguson designed an electronic device 
to collect data. was on an invited panel 
disa•ssing i~ measurement of media 
variables. Ferguson also moderated a panel 
discussing the Mure of television in a 
multichannel world. 
Harender Vasudeva and Kenneth A. 
Robb, English, presented "ESL Writing: 
Debating Its Ideology and Practices" at the 
Ohio TESOL spring meeting in Columbus in 
April. 
Denise Hartsough, telecommunications 
and women's studies. presented -Women' and 
'Non-Women' in Pro-Choice Videos" at the 
Conference on Video, Telev'.sion and 
Feminism in Iowa City. 
Denise Hartsough, telecommunications 
and women's studies, presented "An Agenda 
of Its Own: Governmental Investigation of 
Hollywood Labor" at the Michigan Academy of 
Science, Arts and Letters in Mount Pleasant 
Adrian Tio, art. completed an 
artist-in-residency in March at Hope College 
and the Holland, Mich., area schools. TIO 
conducted lectures on the reant develop-
ments in his work and taught hands-<>n 
workshops in papermaking and the book arts. 
Adrian Tio, art, exhibited works from his 
broadside series, "Masks of Fire," at national 
juried exhibitions at the University of Wiscon-
sin - Parkside. Purdue University and 
McNeese State University. 
Lawrence J. Friedman, history, presented 
the lecture "Erik Erikson's Critical Themes and 
Voices: The Problem of Interpretation" al 
Austen Riggs Center in Stoc:kbOOge, Mass., in 
March. 
Continued on next page 
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FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS 
Nancy Btendllnger, joumalism, coau-
thored "Deviant Ads, Risky Business and U.S. 
Interests: The Newsworthiness of World 
Events" in Joumalism Ouatterly. winter 1991. 
Dennis Hale, joumalism. au1hored 
"Editorials Judge Nominees on !her Merits" in 
The Masthead, winter 1991. 
Albert Blankenship, masketing, authored 
the book Do-It-Yourself Marf<eting Research, 
published in a Brazilian edition and a U.S. 
paperback edition. His book, State-of-the-Art 
Marf<eting Research, will be published this 
spring. 
Nancy Mueller, graduate college. authored 
"Needed Help for users· in Data Training. 
October 1991; "Authoring Systems Can Be 
Corporate Jack-<Jf·All-Trades" in PC Week, 
Oct. 7; and "On-line Databa'>es Can Help 
Maintain a Competitive Edge" in PC Week, 
Dec.9. 
M. Neil Browne and John H. Hoag, 
economics, authored "The Impact of Teachers 
in Economic Classrooms· in the Journal of 
Economics, Vol. 17, 1991. 
Richard L Weaver, interpersonal 
communication. and Howard Cotrell. 
instructional media. coauthored "Handling 
Sensitive Matters Sensitively" in The Director, 
Vol.63. 
lhom8s Erekson. tech."'lology. coauthored 
"Technology EdilCation: Preparing Students for 
Success in College" in the Journal of Industrial 
Teacher Educalion, Vol. 28. No. 4. 
Mic:hael A. llagglotto. political science. 
authored -Catalysts for Change: The Central 
Role of Professional Associations" in PS: 
Political Science and Politics, September 1991 
and "Cognitive Strudure and Attitude 
Contexts: Interpreting Public Opinion on 
Foreign and National Security Pe>licy in the 
United States· in Debating National Security: 
The Public Dimension, Hans K. Rattinger and 
Donald Munion. eds. 
Danny C. llyers, applied statistics and 
operations research, authored "A Dual Simplex 
Implementation of a Constraint Selection 
Algorithm for Linear Programming" in 
Operational Research Society, Vol. 43, No. 2. 
Virginia Nordstrom. curriculum resource 
center, authored "Reducing the Text Burden: 
Using Children's Literature and Trade Books in 
Elementary School Science Education· in 
Reference Service Review. Vol. 20, No. 1. 
FACULTY/STAFF GRANTS 
Gary Hess. history, $2,500 from Michigan 
State University/Michigan Sea Grant College 
Program for a literature review and synthesis 
of information that will become the sanctuary 
setting chapter of a draft environmental impact 
statement for Thunder Bay, near Alpena. Mich. 
Douglas Neckers and Elliot BUnn, 
chemistry, $40,000 (continuation) from the 
National Science Foundation to provide 
students the opportunity for basic research in 
photochemical sciences. Research will be 
undertaken in conjunction with BGSU faculty 
and scientists from Mead Imaging. 
Sue Gavron. health. physical education 
and recreation, $1,725 from the Wood County 
Park District to fund a graduate student 
internship in the Wood County Park District 
during spring 1992. The intern will prepare a 
variety of interpretive and environmental 
education programs. 
lrllchael Rodgers, Center for Photochemi· 
cal Sciences, $23,838 (continuation) from the 
University of Toledo as support for photody-
namic therapy research concerned with 
photosensitizers. delivery systems and biologic 
responses. 
lrllchael A. llaggiotto. political science, 
$24,500 from the University of Central 
Arkansas for "Segmented Partisanship in the 
United States: A National Survey." 
Ohio Arts Council as funds for artists' fees in 
the 1991 ·92 Festival Series. 
Sudershan Jelley, technology, $94,319 
from Edison Industrial Systems Center to 
research and develop surface roughness 
measuring techniques using machine vision. 
Jon Spencer, popular culture, $1,000 from 
the Arkansas Humanities Council as funding 
for the writing of a biography of the internation-
ally known African American composer, 
Wdliam Grant Still The biography, from a 
theological perspective. win capture Still as a 
great religious man of social ethics. 
Christopher S. Dunn, research services, 
$15,000 (renewal) from the Department of 
Health and Human ServicesJDivision ol 
Research Resources as funding for the 
Minority High School Student Research 
Apprentice Program, a summer program 
affording meaningful experiences for minority 
high school students in health-related 
research. An expectation of the program is that 
some apprentices will decide to pursue 
careers in health-related research. 
Bany Piersol, technology, $40,000 from 
the Ford Motor Company as support lor 
cooperative employment which will provide 
supervised training in work areas closely 
related to the academic programs of selected 
technology students. 
Mercedes Junquera, romance languages. 
authored "Los Secretos de Colon" in 
Encuentro lntemacional, Quinto Centenario, 
faD 1991. Junquera also authored "Misiones: 
Su Labor Cultural en el Nuevo Mundo" in 
Beresit, faD 1991. 
James Stuart and Donald Scheret. 
philosophy, authored "Introductory Logic 
Through Multiple Modes of Presentation" in 
Teaching Philosophy. December 1991. 
Steven C. Russell. Ellen Williams and 
Veronica Gold. special education. coauthored 
"Aural Service: Considerations in Meeting the 
Intervention Needs of Pre-school and Young 
Children with Handicaps" in the JoumaI of the 
Ohio Elementary, Kindergarten and Nursery 
Educators. Vol. 12, 1992. 
Paul F. Haas, economics, authored 
"Honors Programs: Applying the Reflective 
Judgment Model" in Liberal Educa.uon. Vol. 78. 
No.1, 1992. 
Denise Hartsough, telecommunications 
and women's studies, authored "Into a 
Kitchen: Lessons from Teaching a Course on 
Afro-American Women and Film" in the 
Michigan Academician, winter 1992, and a 
book review of Current Research in Rim: 
Jong S. Yoon, biological sciences. 
$121,836 from the National Science Founda-
tion as funding for the University's National 
Drosophila Species Resource Center. 
Michael A. Rodgers, chemistry, $141,326 
(renewal) from the National Institute of General 
Medical ScienceslDepart of Health and 
Human Services as support for a program to 
evaluate and characterize the. properties of the 
lowest electronically excited state of molecular 
oxygen in fluid media and in biological milieux 
in particular. 
Karen Gould, romance languages, $5.000 
from the Ohio Humanities Council as funding 
for a conference and series of cultural events 
in April to heighten overall awareness of 
important issues affecting women's lives. 
Karen Gould. romance languages. $125 
(supplement) from la Banque Royal de 
Canada as funding for expenses required in 
e<frting Quebec Studies. 
Richard Gebhardt. English, $2,000 
(supplement) from the National Council of 
Teachers of English as funding for general 
office supplies, photocopying, phone calls and 
similar expenses in the publishing of the CCC 
Joumal. 
Thomas B. Cobb, environmental pro-
grams, $13,500 from the Wood County Solid 
Jacqueline Nathan, art. $7,800 from the 
Ohio Joint Program in the Arts and Humanities 
as suppon for the project titled "Soviet 
Necl'Ofealism: Shock Therapy for a New 
Culture." 
FACULTY/STAFF RECOGNITIONS 
David Groves. health. physical education 
and recreation, $1,735 as funding for a spring 
assistantship for a graduate student ror the 
Cen States Travel and Tourism Research 
.Association. 
Barbera P. Keeley, nursing program, 
$10,000 (renewal) from the Ohio Department 
of Health/Bureau of Preventive Medicine for 
continuation of the project which established a 
regional netwo11o; for health promotion and 
disease prevention activities to stimulate and 
maintain interaction among professionals in 
the field 
lbrtin Porter, music, $5,304 from the 
lllchael Franklin, art therapy, received an 
award at the 1992 World Congress on Arts 
and Medicine for the best paper presented in 
the Arts as Me<flCine category. Franklin's 
paper, "The Image as Cultural Messenger: 
Iconography of the AIDS Crisis," <frso rsses 
how various images influence and reflect 
social attitudes and how many of these issues 
dovetail with recent events involving political 
policy-making related to AIDS, censorship and 
the arts. 
David Crooks, Union, and the Union 
recycfmg staff received an award from the 
Bowling Green litter Prevention and Recycfmg 
Program Mvisoty Board. 
John Sampen, music, was in residence al 
. .. , .... ,. ... ,,, ... 
Ball State University where he taught private 
lessons and a master class on March 25-26. 
On March 27-29, Sampen was special guest 
for the Region V Conference of North 
American Saxophone Alliance in Muncie. Ind.; 
soloed with the Decatur Symphony in Walter 
May's "Concerto;• and presented a 
lecture-recital entitled "Romancing the Sax" at 
Milikin University in Decatur, Ill. 
Virginia llarlts, music, was a judge at the 
Michigan Music Teachers' Association State 
Piano Conl>etition in Ann Arbor April 11. 
Robert Thayer, dean, music, chaired the 
National Association of Schools of Music 
evaluation team at Belhaven College in 
Jackson, Miss., April 6-7. 
''''''''"' 
... ' " . 
Audiences. EC(){)()('(W;;s and Law in Democratic 
Communique. v~. 10. No. 1. 
Philip Terrie. English and American 
culture studies. authored "Tracing the Blue 
line" in Natural History, May 1992 and "The 
Changing Wildlife of the Adirondack Park" in 
The Conservalionist, May-June 1992. Both 
articles were for special issues of each journal 
commem:>rating the centennial of the 
Adirondack Park. 
PRESENTATIONS 
From the previous page 
Alan Smith. music. presented a joint recital 
with pianist Diana Smith at the annual Bluffton 
College Bach Festival March 27 in Bluffton. 
Smith also presented a concert with Diana 
Smith and Korey Konkol. music. at the Manor 
House at Wildwood Metropark in Toledo on 
March 17. 
The Bowling Green String Quartet, 
consisting of Paul Makara, Vasile Beluska, 
Korey Konkol and Alan Smith. all music. 
presented a concert in Bliss Hall at the Dana 
School of Music at Youngstown State 
University April 12. 
Waste District as funding for the purchase of 
equipment and materials which would permit 
expansion of the BGSU recycling program 
beyond its current focus on used beverage 
containers. 
Anne c. Graves. biological sciences, $838 
from the Gladiolus Societies as funding for 
research on the relation of Afrobacterium 
tumefaciens. a plant pathogen. to gladiolus. 
Sally Blair, NWOETF, WBGU-TV, 
$19,937.09 from the Ohio Department of 
Education as funding to purchase equipment 
to improve reception and service. 
No notes printed 
during summer 
This is the last tabloid-size 
MONITOR of the semester. During 
the summer, MONITOR will be 
printed in a smaller format which 
does !!DI aDow enough space to 
publish faculty Jstaff notes. How-
ever, faculty and staff may continue 
to submit notes throughout the 
summer for fall publication. 
Announcements of professional 
activities are fisted in order of the 
date received by MONITOR Those 
not included in this issue will appear 
in the future. 
Hems submitted six months or 
more after the activity took place 
wil not be accepted for pl iblication.. 
Notes from graduate students will 
not be accepred for publication. 
Becai rse of space limitations and 
. the high volume of activities 
Sl.Oalitttid, there is often a waiting 
paiod betMlen the time items are 
Stbllilled and when they adualy 
.ilppear !rt MONITOR. 
-
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FACULTY/STAFF PRESENTATIONS 
II. Nell Browne and J. David Reed. 
economics, presented "Providing a Spirit of 
Convnunity for Young Faculty" al the ninth 
annual Chairpersons Conference in Orlando in 
February. 
Douglas Ferguson, telecommunications. 
presented "Gender Differences in the Use of 
Remote Contror and "The History of Motion 
Picture Colorization" at the Speech Communi· 
cation Association conference in Atlanta. 
Bruce Klopfenstein. telecommunications. 
presented "'The Technology of Colorization" 
and "Economic Considerations in Setting 
HDTV Standards" at the Speech Communica· 
lion Association conference in Atlanta. 
Ray Laakaniemi, journalism, made a 
presentation at the seminar on editing weekly 
newspapers at the American Press Institute in 
Washington. D.C. Laakaniemi also conducted 
a workshop for the staffs of newspapers in 
Liberty Center, Leipsic and Deshler in 
February. 
Dennis Hale. mass communication. 
discussed the future of American newspapers 
with the ln-Betweeners of Sandusky County in 
January. 
Bill Forisha. applied human ecology, 
presented "Enhancing a Couple's Ability to 
Cope with Chronic IUnesses: Essential 
Components of Effective Dialogue· and 
"Multi-Model Family Therapy: A 
Multi-Component Approach to Treating 
Anorexia Nervosa on an Outpatient Basis" at 
the National Jewish Center for Immunology 
and Respiratory Medicine in Denver. Nov.8-9. 
John Piper, health, physical education and 
recreation, presented "Developing Invitational 
Learning Communities" as a keynote speaker 
for the 16th National Conference of the 
National Council of States on lnservice 
Education in Houston in November. 
John Piper, health, physical education and 
reaeation, presented "Positive Invitations to 
Learning" al the annual convention of the Ohio 
Association of Health. Physical Education, 
Recreation and Dance in Dayton in December. 
Arjun K. Gupta, mathematics and 
statistics, presented "Non-Gaussian Family of 
Models" at the University of Roorkee in 
December. He also presented "A New Class of 
Matrix Variate Bliptically Contoured Distribu-
tions" at Delhi University in January. 
Arjun K. Gupta. mathematics and 
statistics. presented ·A New Class of Matrix 
Variate Elliptically Contoured Distributions" at 
the first International Triennial Calcutta 
Symposium on Probability and Statistics in 
December. Gupta also chaired a session on 
inference at the conference. 
Virginia Marks. music. was a judge at the 
Ann Arbor Sonata Competition in February. 
Wallace DePue, music, with the DePue 
Family Musicians and the University Men's 
Chorus. performed "Fiddler's Fair," a newly 
arranged composition by DePue. at the 
American Choral Directors Association 
Regional Convention in Chicago in February. 
Richard L Weaver. interpersonal 
communication. and Richard A. Zeller. 
sociology, presented "Front-line Perceptions of 
Communication in Education: Principals' 
Preferences for Secondary-teacher Effective-
r.ess· at the Midwest Basic Course Directors' 
Conference at the University of Dayton in 
February. 
Willard lllsfeldt. art history. participated in 
c. panel diso •ssion on Picasso at the Cleve-
land Museum of Art in March. The panel 
disnrssion was part of a special Picasso 
symposium held in c;:onjunction with a large 
exhibition of Picasso's still lifes, "Picasso and 
Things." Misfeldt was also a modetator for the 
symposium. 
11. Neil Browne, economics, and Nancy 
Kubaselr legal studies. presented "Compa· 
rable Worth and Mari<et Structure· al the 
Missouri Valley Economic Association Meeting 
in St. Louis in February. 
Frank Bosworth. technology, presented 
"Social Change and Economic Development: 
A View from Two Program Perspectives" at the 
National Association of Science. Technology 
and Society Conference in Washington, D.C .• 
in February. Thomas Erekson. technology, 
presented "Technology Conceptualized as a 
Discipline: A View Through the Lens of 
Academic Rationalism· at the same confer-
ence. 
Benjamin N. Muego. Firelands. presented 
"Forever on the Periphery: The Military, Power 
and Democracy in the Philippines· at the 1991 
Biennial Meeting of the Inter-university 
Seminar on Armed Force and Society in 
Baltimore, Md .• in October. He presented "'The 
Philippines Under Aquino: An Assessment and 
Prognosis for the Future" at the Defense 
Intelligence College in Washington. D.C., in 
January. 
Donald Gehring, higher education and 
student affairs, served on the panel -Current 
Issues in Student Affairs" at the Higher 
Education and the Law Conference at Stetson 
University in Florida in February. 
Donald Gehring and Carolyn Palmer. 
higher education and student affairs, and 
Vlclorla Guthrie. doctoral student. presented 
"Impact of the Drug Free Schools and 
Communities Ad on Student Knowledge" at 
the Association for Judicial Affairs' annual 
conference in Florida in February. Gehring 
also presented a session on the revision of the 
Joint Statement on Student Rights and 
Freedoms as a representative of the 
lnterassociation Task Force. 
Roger V. Bennett. educational administra· 
lion and supervision, presented "Recruiting, 
Preparing and Retaining Minority Edtiratms: 
What Works" at the American AssociaOOn of 
Colleges for Teacher Education annual 
conference in San Antonio in February. 
Steven C. RusseU, special education, 
presented "Understanding the Homeless with 
Learning Disabilities-Understanding Those to 
be Educated: Homeless and Leaming 
Disabled" and "Effective Mainstreaming 
Through Collaborative Teaming" at the 29th 
annual International Conference of the 
Learning Disabilities Association of America in 
Atlanta in March. 
Steven C. Russell. Veronica Gold and 
Ellen Williams. special education, presented 
"Mentoring and Collaboration to Improve Aural 
Service Delivery" at the 29th annual Interna-
tional Conference of the Learning Disabilities 
Association of America in Atlanta in Maii::ti. 
Robert L Peny, ethnic studies. presented 
the six-part series -Studies in the Black Urban 
Experience" in Februa.-y and March at Mercy 
Hospital. 
Emily Freeman Brown. music. guest 
conducted the Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra 
in January. the Toledo Symphony as part of 
"Music Today," and the Dearborn Symphony 
in February. . 
Richard Mathey, music, conducted the 
University Men's Chorus in an appearance at 
the American Choral Directors' Association in 
February. 
Ray Laakanieml, journalism. al a 
colloquium sponsored by the Southeast 
Region of the Association of Ed• ication in 
Journalism and Mass Communications in 
Allanta in March, presented "An Analysis of 
Weekly Newspaper Mar1let Penetration" to the 
newspaper division; "The Development of the 
Video Display Terminal: A Two-pronged 
Research Effort" to the history division; and 
"The Censorship Issue at Pacific Stars and 
Stripes" to the law division. 
Herbert Greenberg. communication 
disorders. co-presented "Rehearsal Sound 
Levels in Band Rooms and Hearing Sensitivi-
ties of Public School Band Directors· at the 
Hearing Conservation Conference in Cincin-
nati in April. 
Marilyn Perlmutter. communication 
disorders. and Shirley Ostler. English. 
originated and participated in a panel 
presentation titled "ESL and Speech/language 
Pathology Collaboration: Some Successful 
Models" at the 26th annual TESOL Interna-
tional Convention in Vancouver. British 
Columbia. in March. 
James Litwin, institutional studies. Robert 
L Perry and Ernest A. Champion. ethnic 
studies, participated in the panel "Instituting 
Cultural Diversity" at the 20th annual confer-
ence ol the National Association for Ethnic 
Studies in Boca Raton, Fla, in March. Perry 
presented "Instituting Ethnic Studies Wrthin the 
Academic Mainstream"; Champion presented 
"Instituting Cultural Diversity"; and Litwin 
presented "The Assessment of Cultural 
Diversity in the Curriculum." 
Steven Cornelius, music, presented 
"Social and Music Parallels within the New 
York Santeria Community" al New York 
University in April. 
Andreas Poullmenos, music, appeared as 
Sharpless in the Dayton Opera Company's 
prqduction of Madame Butterfly in March. In 
addition, Pou6menos presented a master class 
and recital hosted by Michigan State University 
and Lansing Community CoUege in April. 
Laurence Jankowski, journalism. 
participated in the panel "Murder and Class: 
What's a Life Worth?" an event sponsored by 
the Toledo chapter of the Society of Profes-
sional Journalists April 9. 
Ray l..aakanleml, joumafism. presented. 
two workshops for reporters and editors at 
Columbus This Week in Worthington in April. 
This Week is a series of newspapers ringing 
Columbus and owned by the Columbus 
Dispatch. 
llarlt Kasoff, Canadian studies, presented 
"Ontario-Ohio Business Relations" at a 
seminar on Trade and Investment in Ontario in 
Perrysburg in February. The event was 
co-sponsored by the government of Ontario 
and the state of Ohio. 
Fujiya Kawashima. history. presented 
"The Yangban of Andong" at the Korean 
Colloquium at Harvard University in March. 
Peter G. VanderHart, economics, 
presented "An Empirical Analysis of the 
Housing Decisions of Elderly Homeowners· at 
the Eastern Economics Association meeting in 
New York City in March. 
Darrel Fyffe, educational curriculum and 
instruction, presented "tight. Sound and Heat: 
Enhancing Physics Instruction in Grades 4-8" 
at the 40th national convention of the National 
Science Teachers Association in Boston in 
March. 
Patricia CUnnlngharn, applied human 
ecology, presented "Marimekko: Countering 
the Feminine Mystique" al the 22nd annual 
convention of the Popular Culture Association 
in Louisville, Ky., in March. 
A. Rolando Andrade, ethnic studies, 
presented "Themes of Fatalism in Music Along 
the Mexican-American Border" al the 22nd 
annual meeting of the American Culture 
Association and Popular Culture Association in 
LouisviDe. Ky., in March. Loma 
~o. ethnic studies, presented 
"The Imposition of Borders and Boundaries by 
our Educational System: A Means of Reinforc-
ing Social Hierarchy." 
lllchael Franklin. art therapy, presented 
"Cultural Sublimation and AIDS Iconography: 
Artistic Responses to the AIDS Crisis" and 
"'The Aesthetic Attitude and E"ll31hy: A Point 
of Convergence· at the Eastern Virginia 
Medical School in Norfolk in March. 
Barbara Lockard-Zimmerman. music, 
appeared in a concert at the Springfield Baptist 
Church in March. The concert was sponsored 
by the Washington County Arts Council and 
St. Catherine College's music department. 
Jay Jackson, music, was a guest 
conductor for the University of South Carolina 
Band. presented a conducting symposium in 
February and was a guest conductor and 
dinician at the Quad-Festival Honors Bar.cl in 
Monroe. Ind .. in March. 
Wallace DePue, music. accompanied the 
University Men's Chorus to the regional 
convention of the American Choral Directors· 
Association in Chicago in February. Featured 
on the program was DePue's own arrange-
ment of "The Fiddler's Fair." 
Paul Hunt, music. is a featured performer 
in a new advertisement for Benge Trombones. 
Janet Ballweg, art. conducted a presenta· 
lion titled "Project Swap" at the fourth biennial 
Foundations in Art: Theory and Education 
{FA T.E.) conference in Philadelphia in March. 
Douglas Ferguson, telecommunications, 
presented two papers dealing with the use of 
television remote control devices al the annual 
meeting of the Broadcast Education Associa-
tion in April. His first paper won first place in 
the research division. The other paper, for 
which Ferguson designed an electronic device 
to collect data. was on an invited panel 
disa•ssing i~ measurement of media 
variables. Ferguson also moderated a panel 
discussing the Mure of television in a 
multichannel world. 
Harender Vasudeva and Kenneth A. 
Robb, English, presented "ESL Writing: 
Debating Its Ideology and Practices" at the 
Ohio TESOL spring meeting in Columbus in 
April. 
Denise Hartsough, telecommunications 
and women's studies. presented -Women' and 
'Non-Women' in Pro-Choice Videos" at the 
Conference on Video, Telev'.sion and 
Feminism in Iowa City. 
Denise Hartsough, telecommunications 
and women's studies, presented "An Agenda 
of Its Own: Governmental Investigation of 
Hollywood Labor" at the Michigan Academy of 
Science, Arts and Letters in Mount Pleasant 
Adrian Tio, art. completed an 
artist-in-residency in March at Hope College 
and the Holland, Mich., area schools. TIO 
conducted lectures on the reant develop-
ments in his work and taught hands-<>n 
workshops in papermaking and the book arts. 
Adrian Tio, art, exhibited works from his 
broadside series, "Masks of Fire," at national 
juried exhibitions at the University of Wiscon-
sin - Parkside. Purdue University and 
McNeese State University. 
Lawrence J. Friedman, history, presented 
the lecture "Erik Erikson's Critical Themes and 
Voices: The Problem of Interpretation" al 
Austen Riggs Center in Stoc:kbOOge, Mass., in 
March. 
Continued on next page 
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FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS 
Nancy Btendllnger, joumalism, coau-
thored "Deviant Ads, Risky Business and U.S. 
Interests: The Newsworthiness of World 
Events" in Joumalism Ouatterly. winter 1991. 
Dennis Hale, joumalism. au1hored 
"Editorials Judge Nominees on !her Merits" in 
The Masthead, winter 1991. 
Albert Blankenship, masketing, authored 
the book Do-It-Yourself Marf<eting Research, 
published in a Brazilian edition and a U.S. 
paperback edition. His book, State-of-the-Art 
Marf<eting Research, will be published this 
spring. 
Nancy Mueller, graduate college. authored 
"Needed Help for users· in Data Training. 
October 1991; "Authoring Systems Can Be 
Corporate Jack-<Jf·All-Trades" in PC Week, 
Oct. 7; and "On-line Databa'>es Can Help 
Maintain a Competitive Edge" in PC Week, 
Dec.9. 
M. Neil Browne and John H. Hoag, 
economics, authored "The Impact of Teachers 
in Economic Classrooms· in the Journal of 
Economics, Vol. 17, 1991. 
Richard L Weaver, interpersonal 
communication. and Howard Cotrell. 
instructional media. coauthored "Handling 
Sensitive Matters Sensitively" in The Director, 
Vol.63. 
lhom8s Erekson. tech."'lology. coauthored 
"Technology EdilCation: Preparing Students for 
Success in College" in the Journal of Industrial 
Teacher Educalion, Vol. 28. No. 4. 
Mic:hael A. llagglotto. political science. 
authored -Catalysts for Change: The Central 
Role of Professional Associations" in PS: 
Political Science and Politics, September 1991 
and "Cognitive Strudure and Attitude 
Contexts: Interpreting Public Opinion on 
Foreign and National Security Pe>licy in the 
United States· in Debating National Security: 
The Public Dimension, Hans K. Rattinger and 
Donald Munion. eds. 
Danny C. llyers, applied statistics and 
operations research, authored "A Dual Simplex 
Implementation of a Constraint Selection 
Algorithm for Linear Programming" in 
Operational Research Society, Vol. 43, No. 2. 
Virginia Nordstrom. curriculum resource 
center, authored "Reducing the Text Burden: 
Using Children's Literature and Trade Books in 
Elementary School Science Education· in 
Reference Service Review. Vol. 20, No. 1. 
FACULTY/STAFF GRANTS 
Gary Hess. history, $2,500 from Michigan 
State University/Michigan Sea Grant College 
Program for a literature review and synthesis 
of information that will become the sanctuary 
setting chapter of a draft environmental impact 
statement for Thunder Bay, near Alpena. Mich. 
Douglas Neckers and Elliot BUnn, 
chemistry, $40,000 (continuation) from the 
National Science Foundation to provide 
students the opportunity for basic research in 
photochemical sciences. Research will be 
undertaken in conjunction with BGSU faculty 
and scientists from Mead Imaging. 
Sue Gavron. health. physical education 
and recreation, $1,725 from the Wood County 
Park District to fund a graduate student 
internship in the Wood County Park District 
during spring 1992. The intern will prepare a 
variety of interpretive and environmental 
education programs. 
lrllchael Rodgers, Center for Photochemi· 
cal Sciences, $23,838 (continuation) from the 
University of Toledo as support for photody-
namic therapy research concerned with 
photosensitizers. delivery systems and biologic 
responses. 
lrllchael A. llaggiotto. political science, 
$24,500 from the University of Central 
Arkansas for "Segmented Partisanship in the 
United States: A National Survey." 
Ohio Arts Council as funds for artists' fees in 
the 1991 ·92 Festival Series. 
Sudershan Jelley, technology, $94,319 
from Edison Industrial Systems Center to 
research and develop surface roughness 
measuring techniques using machine vision. 
Jon Spencer, popular culture, $1,000 from 
the Arkansas Humanities Council as funding 
for the writing of a biography of the internation-
ally known African American composer, 
Wdliam Grant Still The biography, from a 
theological perspective. win capture Still as a 
great religious man of social ethics. 
Christopher S. Dunn, research services, 
$15,000 (renewal) from the Department of 
Health and Human ServicesJDivision ol 
Research Resources as funding for the 
Minority High School Student Research 
Apprentice Program, a summer program 
affording meaningful experiences for minority 
high school students in health-related 
research. An expectation of the program is that 
some apprentices will decide to pursue 
careers in health-related research. 
Bany Piersol, technology, $40,000 from 
the Ford Motor Company as support lor 
cooperative employment which will provide 
supervised training in work areas closely 
related to the academic programs of selected 
technology students. 
Mercedes Junquera, romance languages. 
authored "Los Secretos de Colon" in 
Encuentro lntemacional, Quinto Centenario, 
faD 1991. Junquera also authored "Misiones: 
Su Labor Cultural en el Nuevo Mundo" in 
Beresit, faD 1991. 
James Stuart and Donald Scheret. 
philosophy, authored "Introductory Logic 
Through Multiple Modes of Presentation" in 
Teaching Philosophy. December 1991. 
Steven C. Russell. Ellen Williams and 
Veronica Gold. special education. coauthored 
"Aural Service: Considerations in Meeting the 
Intervention Needs of Pre-school and Young 
Children with Handicaps" in the JoumaI of the 
Ohio Elementary, Kindergarten and Nursery 
Educators. Vol. 12, 1992. 
Paul F. Haas, economics, authored 
"Honors Programs: Applying the Reflective 
Judgment Model" in Liberal Educa.uon. Vol. 78. 
No.1, 1992. 
Denise Hartsough, telecommunications 
and women's studies, authored "Into a 
Kitchen: Lessons from Teaching a Course on 
Afro-American Women and Film" in the 
Michigan Academician, winter 1992, and a 
book review of Current Research in Rim: 
Jong S. Yoon, biological sciences. 
$121,836 from the National Science Founda-
tion as funding for the University's National 
Drosophila Species Resource Center. 
Michael A. Rodgers, chemistry, $141,326 
(renewal) from the National Institute of General 
Medical ScienceslDepart of Health and 
Human Services as support for a program to 
evaluate and characterize the. properties of the 
lowest electronically excited state of molecular 
oxygen in fluid media and in biological milieux 
in particular. 
Karen Gould, romance languages, $5.000 
from the Ohio Humanities Council as funding 
for a conference and series of cultural events 
in April to heighten overall awareness of 
important issues affecting women's lives. 
Karen Gould. romance languages. $125 
(supplement) from la Banque Royal de 
Canada as funding for expenses required in 
e<frting Quebec Studies. 
Richard Gebhardt. English, $2,000 
(supplement) from the National Council of 
Teachers of English as funding for general 
office supplies, photocopying, phone calls and 
similar expenses in the publishing of the CCC 
Joumal. 
Thomas B. Cobb, environmental pro-
grams, $13,500 from the Wood County Solid 
Jacqueline Nathan, art. $7,800 from the 
Ohio Joint Program in the Arts and Humanities 
as suppon for the project titled "Soviet 
Necl'Ofealism: Shock Therapy for a New 
Culture." 
FACULTY/STAFF RECOGNITIONS 
David Groves. health. physical education 
and recreation, $1,735 as funding for a spring 
assistantship for a graduate student ror the 
Cen States Travel and Tourism Research 
.Association. 
Barbera P. Keeley, nursing program, 
$10,000 (renewal) from the Ohio Department 
of Health/Bureau of Preventive Medicine for 
continuation of the project which established a 
regional netwo11o; for health promotion and 
disease prevention activities to stimulate and 
maintain interaction among professionals in 
the field 
lbrtin Porter, music, $5,304 from the 
lllchael Franklin, art therapy, received an 
award at the 1992 World Congress on Arts 
and Medicine for the best paper presented in 
the Arts as Me<flCine category. Franklin's 
paper, "The Image as Cultural Messenger: 
Iconography of the AIDS Crisis," <frso rsses 
how various images influence and reflect 
social attitudes and how many of these issues 
dovetail with recent events involving political 
policy-making related to AIDS, censorship and 
the arts. 
David Crooks, Union, and the Union 
recycfmg staff received an award from the 
Bowling Green litter Prevention and Recycfmg 
Program Mvisoty Board. 
John Sampen, music, was in residence al 
. .. , .... ,. ... ,,, ... 
Ball State University where he taught private 
lessons and a master class on March 25-26. 
On March 27-29, Sampen was special guest 
for the Region V Conference of North 
American Saxophone Alliance in Muncie. Ind.; 
soloed with the Decatur Symphony in Walter 
May's "Concerto;• and presented a 
lecture-recital entitled "Romancing the Sax" at 
Milikin University in Decatur, Ill. 
Virginia llarlts, music, was a judge at the 
Michigan Music Teachers' Association State 
Piano Conl>etition in Ann Arbor April 11. 
Robert Thayer, dean, music, chaired the 
National Association of Schools of Music 
evaluation team at Belhaven College in 
Jackson, Miss., April 6-7. 
''''''''"' 
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Audiences. EC(){)()('(W;;s and Law in Democratic 
Communique. v~. 10. No. 1. 
Philip Terrie. English and American 
culture studies. authored "Tracing the Blue 
line" in Natural History, May 1992 and "The 
Changing Wildlife of the Adirondack Park" in 
The Conservalionist, May-June 1992. Both 
articles were for special issues of each journal 
commem:>rating the centennial of the 
Adirondack Park. 
PRESENTATIONS 
From the previous page 
Alan Smith. music. presented a joint recital 
with pianist Diana Smith at the annual Bluffton 
College Bach Festival March 27 in Bluffton. 
Smith also presented a concert with Diana 
Smith and Korey Konkol. music. at the Manor 
House at Wildwood Metropark in Toledo on 
March 17. 
The Bowling Green String Quartet, 
consisting of Paul Makara, Vasile Beluska, 
Korey Konkol and Alan Smith. all music. 
presented a concert in Bliss Hall at the Dana 
School of Music at Youngstown State 
University April 12. 
Waste District as funding for the purchase of 
equipment and materials which would permit 
expansion of the BGSU recycling program 
beyond its current focus on used beverage 
containers. 
Anne c. Graves. biological sciences, $838 
from the Gladiolus Societies as funding for 
research on the relation of Afrobacterium 
tumefaciens. a plant pathogen. to gladiolus. 
Sally Blair, NWOETF, WBGU-TV, 
$19,937.09 from the Ohio Department of 
Education as funding to purchase equipment 
to improve reception and service. 
No notes printed 
during summer 
This is the last tabloid-size 
MONITOR of the semester. During 
the summer, MONITOR will be 
printed in a smaller format which 
does !!DI aDow enough space to 
publish faculty Jstaff notes. How-
ever, faculty and staff may continue 
to submit notes throughout the 
summer for fall publication. 
Announcements of professional 
activities are fisted in order of the 
date received by MONITOR Those 
not included in this issue will appear 
in the future. 
Hems submitted six months or 
more after the activity took place 
wil not be accepted for pl iblication.. 
Notes from graduate students will 
not be accepred for publication. 
Becai rse of space limitations and 
. the high volume of activities 
Sl.Oalitttid, there is often a waiting 
paiod betMlen the time items are 
Stbllilled and when they adualy 
.ilppear !rt MONITOR. 
-
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Firelands to host forum on health care 
The issue of national health care 
coverage will be featured in a public 
forum at Firelands College at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday (May 6) in the James H. 
McBride Auditorium. 
It is being sponsored by Rrelands' 
Peace and Justice Center in conjunction 
with two other area organizations: Voices 
tor Peace and the Erie-Huron District 
Nurses' Association. 
This year Rrelands' Peace and Justice 
Center has combined the singing of 
folksinger Sarah Goslee Reed with an 
informative program and discussion on 
the issue of national health care. 
The featured speaker, Dr. John Roth, 
is chair of the Department of Medicine at 
Toledo's St. Vincent's Medical Center. He 
is also a clinical professor of internal 
medicine at the Medical College of Ohio 
and the medical director of the Family 
Health Plan in Toledo. 
DATEBOOK 
Monday, May 4 
Ph.D. Final Examination. "The Relation-
ship Between the Presence of Selected Public 
Relations Activities and District Demographic 
Variables and School Tax Election Outcome: 
presented by Winifred Place. 1 O a.m .• 226C 
Education Building. 
Ph.D. Final Examination, "The First 
Amendment in the Twenty-First Century: 
Politically Correct Speech, The Rehnquist 
Court and a Reconstructed View of Freedom 
of Expression: presented by Carol Mills. 1 
p.m .• 302 West Hall. 
Tuesday, May 5 
Employee Health and Safety Seminars. 
"Using Personal Protection Equipment: 1 o 
a.m.-noon, and "Lifting and Back care.· 
1 :30-2:30 p.m .• 1 College Park Office Building. 
Free. For more information call 2-2171. 
Faculty Senate. 2:30 p.m .• Assembly 
Room. McFall Center. 
1be Stellar Thread: Stars and the 
Chemicals of Life," BGSU Planetarium. 8 
p.m. A $1 donation is suggested. 
Wednesday, May 6 
Faculty and Administrative Staff Retiree 
Tea. 3-5 p.m .• Mileti Alumni Center. For more 
information call 2-2424. 
People for Racial Justice, 1-2:30 p.m., 
Taft Room. University Union. 
Thursday, May 7 
Ph.D. Final Examination. "The Philosophy 
of African American Music,· presented by 
Angela Nelson. 10:30 a.m .• 201 Administration 
Building. 
Roth, who is a native of Lorain, is a 
graduate of Cornell University, holds a 
master's degree in public health from the 
University of Michigan and a doctoral 
degree from the Medical College of Ohio 
in Toledo. 
Co-chair of the Northwest Ohio 
Coalition for National Health Care, he will 
speak about ·creating a National Health 
Care Program.· The speech will be 
followed by a public forum. 
Reed, a recording artist and educator 
from Mount Vernon, will begin the night's 
program with a 30-minute concert. She 
has performed around the state at 
concerts. arts festivals and in the 
schools. 
Reed sings new and traditional 
ballads. usually focusing on themes of 
environment and nature. 
The program is free and open to the 
public. 
Friday, May 8 
Board of Trustees. 1 O a.m .• Assembly 
Room. Mcfall Center. 
Ph.D. Final Examination. "Black Embalm-
ers: A Quality Study of Communication 
Processes among Mortuary Practitioners: 
presented by Edith Churchman. 1-3 p.m., 205 
South Hall. 
"The Stellar Thread: Stars and the 
Chemicals of Life," BGSU Planetarium. 8 
p.m. A $1 donation is suggested. 
Saturday, May 9 
Commencement. 1 O am .• Doyt L Perry 
Stadium. Graduation ceremonies will be held 
at Doyt L Perry Stadium regardless of weather 
conditions. 
FoRsALE 
The Math Clinic has the following 
equipment for sale. Contact Dr. William 
Speer, 2-7363, for further information. 
Apple lie, with regular monitor and flat 
screen monitor, and portable thermal 
printer, $500. 
Apple lie with dual disk drives and 
monochrome monitor, $450. 
Epson FX dot matrix printer. $100. 
The Philosophy Documentation 
Center has a 19· very high resolution 
(Wyse Model 7190) video display 
terminal for sale. Never used. Ideal for 
large spreadsheets or viewing two pages 
at a time. Reasonable offers accepted. 
For more information, please contact Dr. 
Richard Lineback, Philosophy Documen-
tation Center, at 2-2419. 
FACULTY/STAFFPOSITIONS 
The following administrative staff positions are available: 
Biological Sciences: microbiology preparation and facilities techniC:ian. Contact Sam Ramirez. 
(Search M-026). 2-2228. Deadline: May 22. 
College of Technology (Center for Quality, Measurement and Automation): applications 
engineer. Contact Sam Ramirez. (Search V-017). 2-2228. Deadline: May 15. 
Financial Aid and Student Employment: assistant director. Contact Sam Ramirez, (Search 
V 025). 2-2228. Deadline: May 22. 
Psychology: research associate (two temporary part-time positions). Contact Sam Ramirez. 
(Search M-025), 2-2228. Deadline: May 22. 
Student Affairs: associate director of recreational sport serviceslfieldhouse manager. Contact 
Sam Ramirez. (Search M), 2-2228. Deadline: May 15. 
Student Affairs: associate director of recreational sports/director of student recreation center 
for operations. Contact Sam Ramirez, (Search M), 2-2228. Deadline: May 15. 
A lot of planning goes into a graduation ceremony, and one of the persons who 
has contributed to that effort is Nancy lier, University Bookstore. She distributed 
approximately 1,800 to 2,000 caps and gowns to students graduating Saturday 
(May9). 
Study assesses cultural diversity program 
A study of the cultural diversity 
curriculum at the University has revealed 
that 79 percent of the students enrolled in 
a cultural diversity course strongly or 
nearly strongly agreed that requiring 
students to take a course in cultural 
diversity is a good idea. 
The study's aim was to assess the 
cultural diversity program and create a 
formative and evaluative tool to form or 
shape further curriculum developments, 
said Dr. Ernest Champion. ethnic studies. 
The survey, composed of 
closed-ended or multiple choice items. 
reflected the opinions of 900 students 
enrolled in the University's cultural 
diversity courses. The survey was 
designed to focus on the core goals of 
cultural diversity yet allow it to be 
Hours for test 
scanning extended 
Computer services has extended its 
hours and will be open 8 a.m.-noon 
Saturday (May 9) for test scanning 
services. Participants should bring their 
National Computer System answer 
sheets to 312 Administration Building. 
Semester-end hours 
set for dining halls 
Jane Schimpf, director of food 
operations, has announced the following 
schedules and closing dates for campus 
dining halls: 
-Amani DownUnder will close at 
noon Tuesday (May 5); 
-Galley will close at noon Tuesday; 
-GT Express will be open 11-2 a.m. 
Monday and Tuesday, 11 a.m.-midnight 
Wednesday and Thursday, and 9 a.m.-2 
p.m. Friday; 
-Chilys Express will be open 9-2 a.m. 
Monday and Tuesday, 9 am.-midnight 
Wednesday and Thursday and 9 am.-2 
p.m. Friday; 
Berries and Towers Inn dosed May 1. 
All dining halls will close at 2 p.m. Friday 
(May 8). 
applicable in evaluating cultural diversity 
aspects in a variety of other courses. 
The survey also revealed that 68-70 
percent of the respondents agreed with 
the statement, "Yes. I did rethink some of 
my attitudes and beliefs about race and 
ethnicity as a result of the course: 
According to a cover letter written by 
Dr. James Litwin, institutional studies, the 
students surveyed concluded that the 
wmelting pot" metaphor is not accurate to 
describe U.S. society. and they indicated 
that in general they believed that racial 
and ethnic relations in the U.S. were 
improving rather than worsening. 
CSC schedules golf 
scramble June 26 
Classified Staff Council is planning its 
annual golf scramble for June 26, with a 
raindate of July 10. 
Tee times are 11 :36-2:30 p.m. If all 
those times are filled, the tee times will be 
extended. Cost to participate is $8.50 per 
person. 
Foursomes can consist of University 
employees and up to two outside guests. 
Prizes will be awarded and there will be a 
raffle drawing. All proceeds will go toward 
the CSC Scholarship Fund. 
To register and sign up for a tee time, 
contact Meagon Shaffer at 2-2891. 
It is time to return 
University keys 
All students, graduate students, staff 
and faculty are reminded to return 
University keys to the key office, physical 
plant, prior to graduation or leaving the 
University. 
Repairs may affect 
hot water supply 
The University central steam plant will 
be inoperative May 25-28. Most Univer-
sity facilities will be without hot water 
while repairs are being made. 
